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Paper has traditionally been used for writing and printing, packaging and 
cleaning. Compared with products made with synthetic fibers, paper-based products offer 
many advantages such as low density, high flexibility, world-wide accessibility and good 
degradability. Due to these excellent properties, researchers are interested in further 
expanding the use of paper from its traditional roles to more advanced applications such 
as microfluidic devices and biological test strips. However, the intrinsic hydrophilicity 
and oleophilicity limit the potential applications of paper-based products. As a result, 
there is a continuous effort from both industry and academia to fabricate paper-based 
substrates with controlled wetting properties. However, although there is a plethora of 
existing methods to fabricate paper with a variety of modified wetting properties, most of 
these methods rely heavily on the use of fluorinated coating materials, which are often 
associated with significant environmental and health concerns. Therefore, investigation 
of methods to fabricate paper with controlled wetting properties using non-fluorinated 
chemicals is of significant interest. In this thesis, we utilize a variety of non-fluorinated 
coating materials to fabricate paper with controlled wetting properties including 
hydrophobic, amphiphobic and hydrophilic/oleophobic.  
To fabricate paper with amphiphobic properties, a non-fluorinated polymer, poly 
(benzoxazine), was used. Benzoxazine monomer was applied to paper surfaces by either 
a dip coating or drop casting method. The coated paper samples were subsequently cured 
at different conditions to initiate the polymerization process. The oleophobicity of PBZ 
coated paper samples is closely related to both the degree of polymerization of PBZ and 
 xiv 
the amount of PBZ on the paper. Paper samples with a loading of 10.6 mg/cm2 of PBZ 
display prolonged resistance against oils after curing at 180 oC for 12 hours. However, 
the disadvantages of PBZ as coating material are also obvious: high loading and 
prolonged curing time means that this procedure has limited economical feasibility. 
Treated paper also loses some flexibility due to the high-temperature-curing. 
To fabricate amphiphobic paper under milder conditions, a simple immersion 
coating method was developed to coat alkyltrichlorosilanes on paper surfaces under 
ambient conditions. Four different reagents were used in this study to investigate the 
effect of alkyl chain length on the wetting properties of alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper: 
methyltrichlorosilane (MTCS; -CH3), butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS; -C4H9), 
dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTCS; -C12H25) and octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTCS; -C18H37). 
SEM analyses reveal that by systematically varying alkyl chain length, films with 
different surface morphologies could be generated on flat silicon wafer control samples 
and on cellulose-based paper samples. The variation in surface morphology leads to 
different wetting behavior, as determined by measuring static water and oil contact 
angles. Due to the nano- and micron- scale roughness on MTCS coated substrates, paper 
samples coated with MTCS display superhydrophobicity with a water contact angle of 
152.2°, which is the highest water contact angle among these four alkyltrichlorosilanes. 
However, additional nano-scale roughness from an MTCS coating reduces the oil 
resistance of coated paper samples, while paper samples coated with long-chain 
alkyltrichlorosilanes have lower surface energy and lack nano-scale roughness. As a 
result, paper samples coated with OTCS display the highest resistance against oils 
(ethylene glycol contact angle, 125.5°; diiodomethane contact angle, 101.3°). 
 xv 
Hydrophilic-oleophobic surfaces have attracted significant attention recently due 
to their potential use in technologies ranging from oil-water separation to self-cleaning 
surfaces. Studies with alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper demonstrate for the first time that 
a simple, solution-based method can be used to fabricate oleophobic paper with tunable 
hydrophilicity using a non-fluorinated material, methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS). 
Wetting control is achieved by paper surface modification using a thin film of hydrolyzed 
MTMS. Hydrophilicity is tuned by adjusting the sonication time during MTMS 
hydrolysis. 29Si NMR and ATR-FTIR analyses reveal that the change in hydrophilicity 
results from varying the concentration of polar silanol groups in the MTMS solution and, 
ultimately, on the film surface.  The modified paper displays wetting behavior ranging 
from superhydrophilic/oleophobic (immediate water absorption; motor oil contact angle, 
64.2°±1.4°) to amphiphobic (water contact angle 85.2°±3.4°; motor oil contact angle 
61.2°±2.5°) as a function of hydrolysis time.  For all surface-modified samples, no 
absorption of motor oil is observed for several weeks, indicating stable oil resistance.  
Based upon results from SEM, optical profilometry, and air permeability, the intrinsic 
porosity of paper is also largely retained after coating. 
Application of the fundamental knowledge gained from studies of MTMS coated 
paper, allowed the fabrication of amphiphobic wood and hydrophilic/oleophobic stainless 
steel mesh surfaces using hydrolyzed MTMS. The amphiphobic wood has potential 
applications as a packaging material that can repel both aqueous and oily fluids, while the 






 Cellulose-based products have been traditionally used as writing media and 
packaging materials. Recently, paper has found further use in advanced applications such 
as microfluidics and biological test strips; these applications of paper based products are 
hindered by the intrinsic hydrophilicity and oleophilicity of cellulose fibers. As a result, 
interest has grown to impart paper with controlled wetting and adhesive properties. 
However, most of the existing methods heavily rely on fluorinated coating materials, 
which are often associated with severe environmental and health concerns. The primary 
aim of this thesis is to develop new solution-based methods to fabricate paper with 
controlled wetting properties by using non-fluorinated chemicals. To set the stage for 
studies to achieve this aim, background knowledge on surface energy and wetting is 
presented in the next couple of sections, before providing an outline for this thesis ast the 
end of this Chapter.  
 
1.1 Surface Energy and Wetting 
 
 Surface energy quantifies the energy cost associated with the disruption of 
intermolecular bonds at the solid surface, [1] and therefore is a very important parameter 
for many industrial processes such as cleaning, drying and painting. [2] [3]  Surface 
energy is an intrinsic property of a material, depending only on the magnitude of 
intermolecular forces of materials. Perfluorinated surfaces have long been known to have 
the lowest surface energies. [4] The most commonly used low surface energy material is 
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poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE), which has a surface energy of 18.1 mN/m. [5] For a 
surface with closely packed perfluorocarbon groups, the surface energy could be further 
reduced. For example, a surface energy as low as 6.7 mN/m was achieved through vapor 
deposition of C20F42 onto a glass substrate. [6] In this case, the axes of molecules were 
aligned perpendicular to the glass surface due to steric hindrance effects. As a result, 
closely packed trifluoromethyl groups are directed away from the surface. Because of this 
distinctive property of fluorocarbons, surface fluorination is widely used to reduce the 
surface energy of a variety of substrates. 
 Wetting is the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a solid surface, resulting 
from intermolecular interactions when the two are brought together. The degree of 
wetting depends on the intrinsic properties of the individual materials: the solid surface 
energy and the liquid surface tension. The most common method to evaluate wetting 
behavior is contact angle measurements. Contact angle is defined as the angle, 
conventionally measured through the liquid phase, at which the solid surface meets the 
vapor/liquid interface. Contact angle quantifies the wetting behavior between a specific 
solid/liquid pair. Generally speaking, a high contact angle indicates that the solid has a 
low wettability with the specific liquid, and vice versa. The magnitude of the contact 
angle is determined by the solid surface energy, liquid surface tension and the balance of 
resulting adhesive forces at the solid-liquid interface on a flat surface. This relationship is 





In this equation, 𝜃𝑌 is the equilibrium contact angle, as measured on a flat surface, and 
therefore represents a thermodynamic equilibrium. 𝛾𝑠 is the solid surface energy, 𝛾𝑆 the 
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liquid surface tension and 𝛾𝑆𝑆 the interfacial energy between two phases. According to 
Young’s equation, a high contact angle, or low degree of wetting, can be most easily 
achieved with a high surface tension fluid on a solid with low surface energy.  
 A key limitation of Young’s equation is that it only applies to perfectly flat, 
homogeneous, smooth surfaces. In reality, most solid surfaces are not perfectly flat and 
almost always have some degree of roughness. Therefore, understanding wetting 
behavior on rough surfaces is essential for designing and controlling wetting processes in 
general. When considering wetting behavior on a rough surface, one of the most 
important questions is whether the liquid is in full contact with the solid, thereby filling 
the roughness grooves, or if the liquid is suspended on top of the roughness features, 
leaving air pockets between the liquid and solid. The former situation is described by the 
Wenzel model, while the latter can be described using the Cassie-Baxter model. The 
Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter models are the two models most frequently employed to 
describe wetting behavior and contact angle on a rough surface. Both scenarios are 






Figure 1.1: Illustration of different wetting states. From left to right: Equilibrium state, 
Wenzel state and Cassie-Baxter state. [7] 
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 According to the Wenzel model for homogeneous wetting, the Wenzel apparent 
contact angle 𝜃𝑊 can be calculated from the equilibrium contact angle 𝜃𝑌 and the 
roughness ratio r, which is defined as the ratio of the solid/liquid contact angle to its 
projected area (i.e. r ≥ 1): 
cos 𝜃𝑊 = 𝑟 ∙ cos 𝜃𝑌 
 The Wenzel model shows that if the equilibrium contact angle is less than 90°, the 
apparent contact angle decreases with increasing roughness. On the other hand, if the 
equilibrium contact angle is greater than 90°, additional roughness further increases the 
apparent contact angle. [8] 
 The apparent contact angle 𝜃𝐶𝐶 for a suspended droplet can be calculated by the 
Cassie-Baxter model as 
cos𝜃𝐶𝐶 = 𝑓𝑠 ∙ (1 + cos 𝜃𝑌) − 1 
where 𝑓𝑠 is the liquid-solid areal contact fraction. In contrast to the Wenzel state, the 
Cassie-Baxter relation allows the possibility of an apparent contact angle greater than 90° 
even with an equilibrium contact angle less than 90°. [9] 
 In addition to contact angle, another important parameter to characterize the 
wetting behavior is hysteresis. Contact angle hysteresis describes the adhesion of liquids 
to the substrate. This property is commonly quantified through contact angle hysteresis 
measurements, which determine the difference between advancing and receding contact 
angles of a liquid interface when moving across the surface. Another way to describe 
hysteresis is through roll-off angle measurements, which determine the angle between the 
sample surface and a horizontal plane at which a liquid drop starts to slide off the surface 
under the influence of gravity. 
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1.2 Surfaces with Controlled Wetting Properties 
 
 Generally speaking, surfaces with controlled wetting properties can be 
categorized into four types: amphiphilic surface, hydrophobic surface, amphiphobic 
surface and hydrophilic/oleophobic surface.  
 A hydrophobic surface is defined as having a water contact angle greater than 90°. 
On a flat substrate, hydrophobicity can be achieved by reducing the solid surface energy. 
For example, a flat PTFE sheet, with a surface energy of 18.1 mN/m, has a static water 
contact angle of 110o. [10] By further reducing surface energy, a water contact angle of 
119° can be observed on a surface with close hexagonal packing of –CF3 groups, which is 
the highest water contact angle ever reported on a smooth surface to date. [11] In order to 
further increase the water contact angle, roughness needs to be generated on the flat 
substrate. A plethora of methods have been developed to fabricate substrates with 
hierarchical roughness. [12-14] By coating low surface energy materials on such 
substrates, surfaces with water contact angles greater than 150° can be fabricated. These 
surfaces, also known as superhydrophobic surfaces, are desirable for many industrial 
applications such as anti-fouling paints, self-cleaning windshields and some other 
biomedical applications. [14]  
 Compared to hydrophobic surfaces, design and fabrication of oleophobic surfaces 
are much more difficult. This is caused by significant differences between water and 
polar liquids in terms of surface tension. Water, due to its ability to form strong hydrogen 
bonding with neighboring molecules, has a much higher surface tension than non-polar 
oils. The surface tensions of some common fluids are shown in Table 1.1. Because of the 
difference in surface tension, water usually has a much higher contact angle than oils on 
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the same surface. Therefore, compared with hydrophobic surfaces, oleophobic surfaces 
normally require an even lower surface energy to achieve high contact angles. 
Consequently, most oleophobic materials reported in literature are fluoro-polymers or 
substrates with fluorinated materials as surface coatings. [15] [16] Even so, the 
equilibrium contact angles of oils seldom reach 90°. To achieve higher oil contact angles, 
specific micron-scale surface structures, often referred as “re-entrant” structures (i.e., 
surfaces with concave topographical features), must be generated on the substrate. The 
schematic depiction of a re-entrant structure is shown in Figure 1.2. The re-entrant 
structure can be obtained either via special “undercut” structures as in Figure 1.2(B), or 
simply by using cylindrical fibers on the surface, as in 1.2(A). By combining such 
structures with a low-surface-energy coating, oleophobicity and superoleophobicity (as 
defined by a hexadecane contact angle > 150o) have been successfully fabricated on 







Figure 1.2: Two different examples of re-entrant structures. The blue part of the surface 






 Because water has a higher surface tension than most oils, oleophobic surfaces are 
generally hydrophobic as well. However, there are exceptions to this rule. Recently, 
interest has grown in surfaces that simultaneously display the unusual combination of 
hydrophilicity and oleophobicity. Such substrates have potential industrial applications, 
such as oil/water separation membranes, self-cleaning surfaces and anti-fog surfaces. [21-
23] In order to decouple oleophobicity from hydrophobicity, chemical heterogeneity can 
be used to introduce favorable interactions with polar liquids (water), while maintaining 
unfavorable interactions with non-polar liquids (oil). This concept has been implemented 
with various coating materials such as polyelectrolyte-fluorinated surface complexes. On 
a flat substrate, oleophobic but hydrophilic surfaces have thus been fabricated with oil 




Table 1.1: Surface tension of some common testing fluids. R. P. test oil is a mixture of 
oleic acid and glycerol trioleate and is widely used industrially to measure oleophobicity 
because its composition is similar to oils in food. 
 
Testing fluids Surface tension (mN/m) 
Water 72.8 
Diiodomethane 50.8 
Ethylene glycol 48.8 
R. P. test oil 34.1 







1.3 Fabrication of Cellulose-Based Paper with Controlled Wetting Properties 
 
 Paper has traditionally been used for writing and printing, packaging and cleaning 
applications, most of which involve interactions with liquids during processing and/or 
use. The primary component of paper is cellulose, a linear condensation polymer 
consisting of D-glucose units joined together by β-1, 4-glycosidic bonds, as illustrated in 
Figure 1.3. Each glucose unit has three hydroxyl groups, which form inter- and intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bonding provides strength to paper and also 
establishes its intrinsic hydrophilic and oleophilic character.  
 Compared with products made from synthetic fibers, paper-based products offer 
many advantages such as low density, high flexibility, world-wide accessibility and good 
biodegradability. Due to these excellent properties, researchers are interested in 
expanding the applications of paper from its traditional roles to more advanced 
possibilities. However, the intrinsic hydrophilicity and oleophilicity limit the potential 
applications of paper-based products. As a result, there is a continuous effort in both 














Fabrication of Hydrophobic Paper 
 Fabrication of hydrophobic paper attracts great attention from industry due to its 
potential applications as packaging materials for water and wet groceries. The intrinsic 
hydrophilicity makes untreated paper unsuitable for containment of liquids with 
significant amounts of water. Even if the packaged product does not contain fluid, 
untreated paper still cannot be used as packaging material in moist environments (e.g., 
humid climates and rainy weather). This is because the absorption of water into paper 
interferes with the hydrogen bonding between fibers, leading to weakening of bonds and 
thus compromising the overall strength of the paper product. [25] The decrease in 
strength of paper-based packaging material can then cause product damage. Furthermore, 
when used as advertising media, companies do not want the printed images on packaging 
to deteriorate when exposed to moisture. To solve this problem, the paper industry has 
been driven towards the design of hydrophobic paper. In academia, researchers are 
seeking novel applications for paper-based products such as paper-based microfluidic 
devices and paper-based membranes for water and oil separation, which also require 
fabrication of water resistant paper substrates. 
 One current technique that is widely used industrially to fabricate hydrophobic 
paper is referred to as “sizing”, which involves the addition of chemicals during the paper 
making process to fabricate water repellent paper. [25] Some commonly used sizing 
agents are alkyl succinic anhydride (ASA), alkylketene dimer (AKD) and rosin. [26, 27] 
All sizing agents share a similar chemical structure: they have hydrophilic functional 
groups that bond to the cellulose fiber, as well as hydrophobic moieties, which usually 
consist of long hydrocarbon chains, that are exposed on the surface of the treated fibers. 
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[27] A non-polar surface layer is thus formed on the substrate, which imparts 
hydrophobicity to the paper.  
 There are two different general methods for applying sizing agents to paper: 
internal sizing and surface sizing. Internal sizing is the process by which paper is made 
hydrophobic by adsorbing sizing colloids on the fibers before the formation of the paper 
sheet. This is typically done by adding a stabilized sizing suspension directly to the paper 
pulp, prior to introduction into the paper machine. [28] On the other hand, sizing agents 
can also be applied to the surface of the paper after it has been formed and (partially) 
dried with techniques like dip coating and drop casting. This method is called surface 
sizing. [29] Paper treated with sizing agents can display hydrophobicity with water 
contact angles greater than 110o. [30] Compared with other techniques used in the paper 
industry to fabricate hydrophobic paper, such as waxing and polymer coating, the biggest 
advantage of sizing is that it only requires very small amounts of additives to overcome 
the inherent wettability of paper. Typical additional levels of the most efficient internal 
sizing agents lie in the range of 0.05 to 0.25%, based on the dry weight of paper. [25] 
However, the sizing of paper can only provide a moderate degree of water resistance, 
providing no protection against water vapor or complete submersion of the paper into 
water. [31] 
 Although paper sizing provides a facile and low cost method to fabricate 
hydrophobic paper, the water contact angle on sized paper seldom rises above 120o. 
Although this moderate hydrophobicity is sufficient for many paper-based packaging 
materials, it is not sufficient for some novel applications of paper-based product such as 
microfluidic devices. For these applications, superhydrophobic surfaces with low 
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hysteresis are required. To achieve these aims, sub-micron and nano-scale roughness 
must be imparted to the fiber surfaces in addition to a favorable surface chemistry. This 
can be accomplished by several different surface morphology modification techniques.  
 One common technique to impart roughness on paper surfaces is by particle 
deposition. Nano- and sub-micron scale particles made of different materials were used in 
the fabrication of hydrophobic paper including silica, precipitated calcium carbonate 
(PCC) and titanium dioxide. [32-34] Among them, titanium dioxide (TiO2) has attracted 
great attention from both academia and industry because it can not only impart roughness 
to paper surfaces, but also greatly improves the optical properties, such as brightness and 
opacity. However, due to the high price of TiO2, its usage is limited to higher grade, 
value added products. Gao et al. demonstrated the use of TiO2/epoxy resin (ER) thin 
films to fabricate hydrophobic surfaces on filter paper. [34] By using coupling agents, the 
amorphous titanium dioxide was bonded to the epoxy resin to create a TiO2/ER mixture. 
Due to the high viscosity of the epoxy resin, TiO2/ER could be applied to the filter paper 
surface with a simple immersion coating method. This process considerably enhanced the 
nano-scale roughness of the filter paper, as shown in Figure 1.4. To reduce the surface 
energy of treated filter paper, its surface chemistry was modified by 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTCS). The combination of nano-scale roughness and low 
surface energy renders the filter paper superhydrophobic with a maximum contact angle 




Figure 1.4: SEM images of a) the pristine filter paper and b) TiO2/ER coated filter paper 
at low magnification. Complimentary high magnification SEM images are shown in c) 
and d). The insets of b) and d) are photographs of water droplets on the filter paper before 




 Teisala et al. fabricated superhydrophobic paper with TiO2 by using a different 
coating method: liquid flame spray (LFS). [35] LFS is a thermal spraying method for 
generating and depositing nanosized metal and metal oxide particles. In the LFS process 
the precursors are in liquid form, diluted in water or alcohol, and they are fed together 
with the combustion gases into a specially designed spray gun. Instantly after exiting the 
nozzle, the precursor solution is atomized into micron-sized droplets by the high-velocity 
gas flow. Liquid droplets evaporate in a hot and turbulent flame and subsequent reaction 
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of the precursor vapor leads to formation of nanoparticles of the desired material. In this 
study, by using titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) as the precursor and H2 and O2 as 
combustion gases, TiO2 nanoparticles were successfully deposited uniformly on paper 
surfacesBecause a carbonaceous layer is spontaneously formed on these particles, further 
surface chemistry modification was unnecessary. The authors found that the 
hydrophobicity of treated paper is highly dependent upon the concentration of the 
precursor solution: higher concentrations of the precursor solution led to a stable water 
contact angle greater than 150°, whereas on surfaces created at lower precursor 
concentrations, the water contact angle decreases slowly, as shown in Figure 1.5. 







Figure 1.5: Water droplet spreading as a function on the untreated paper (left) and on the 
coated paper (right). Feed rates for TiO2 low concentration (LC) and high concentration 




 The use of nanoparticle coatings raises a question of the stability of the surface 
performance. Depending on the end-use application, various environmental factors 
together with friction, lubrication and chemical resistance influence the wear of a surface. 
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[36] Adhesion between nanoparticles and paper plays an important role in the durability 
of the hydrophobic surface. More importantly, poor adhesion of nanoparticles to a surface 
is a human health concern if the nanoparticles are introduced into air. Stepien et al. 
conducted a study to investigate the wear resistance of SiO2 and TiO2 nanoparticles 
coated paper samples. Nanoparticles were generated and applied to the paper substrate 
using LFS. The abrasion resistance of coated paper samples was evaluated using the 
Taber Abrader. Figure 1.6 shows a schematic for the abrasion. Surface topological 
changes of the samples were quantified by calculating surface roughness based on AFM 
measurements. It was found that the abrasion test significantly decreases the surface 
roughness values as a function of the number of abrading revolutions for both samples, as 
shown in Figure 1.7. Consequently, the hydrophobicity of both samples decreases with 











Figure 1.7: Changes in RMS roughness, Rq (nm) as a function of number of revolutions 




 Compared with particle deposition, where the strength of the bond between 
particles and the surface is of concern, selective etching has the advantage of maintaining 
the inherent mechanical stability of the substrate. Selective etching removes chemically 
less stable (i.e.more reactive) material, and generally enhances roughness. In one study, 
Balu et al. demonstrated the use of oxygen plasma etching to uncover nanoscale 
roughness on paper. [37] Cellulose contains both crystalline and amorphous regions. 
When exposed to an oxygen plasma, the amorphous cellulose is etched away at a higher 
rate than are crystalline regions. This process thus creates nanoscale roughness, as shown 
in Figure 1.8. After etching, the surface chemistry of treated paper was modified by 
deposition of 100 nm of fluorocarbon film by plasma enhanced chemical vapor 
deposition (PECVD) with pentafluoroethane (PFE) as the precursor gas. The coated 




Figure 1.8: High magnification SEM images (5000x and 20,000x) of (a, b) untreated 




 Li et al. further demonstrated that by using selective oxygen plasma etching, 
superhydrophobic paper with low roll-off angle can be fabricated by applying a thin 
hydrophilic diamond-like-carbon (DLC) surface coating, [38] where the roll-off angle is 
correlated with etch time. After a relatively short etch, nano-scale structure was generated 
on DLC coated paper samples. As a result, treated paper samples display high water 
contact angle, but has strong adhesion of water droplets. Continued plasma etching of the 
paper substrates modified the micron-scale structure as well, partially etching away the 
larger fibers to create smaller diameter fibrils, thus enhancing the micron-scale 
roughness. After 60 minutes of etching, a hierarchical structure is created, which after 
deposition of DLC, yields low hysteresis superhydrophobic properties that are similar to 
paper substrates coated with fluorocarbon thin films, as shown in Figure 1.9.The 
significance of this work is that it demonstrates that low hysteresis superhydrophobic 
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paper can be fabricated even by using an inherently hydrophilic coating material, as long 
as the substrate possesses the appropriate hierarchical structure. 
 
 
Figure 1.9: Advancing (solid symbols) and receding (open symbols) contact angle data 
for DLC (triangles) and PFE (squares) coated paper samples as a function of etch time in 




Fabrication of Amphiphobic Paper 
 As discussed in previous sections, surface roughness and surface energy are the 
two main factors controlling surface wetting properties. By deposition of low surface 
energy compounds onto roughened paper, hydrophobic or superhydrophobic paper can be 
fabricated. However, most of the superhydrophobic surfaces that are obtained this way 
are oleophilic and it remains challenging to enhance the anti-wetting property of the 
surface which repels liquids with surface tensions lower than water. Oil-repellent paper 
products that can be manufactured via scalable processes are of great interest for the 
paper industry, with applications in fluid and materials packaging. Furthermore, 
oleophobic paper can expand the use of paper products into other fields such as the 
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biomedical industry where disposable, bacteria-resistance surfaces and microfluidic 
devices can be envisioned. [39, 40] 
 In one study, Bongiovanni et al. reported photo-induced grafting of a highly 
fluorinated acrylic monomer onto cellulose substrates, which has a long 
perfluoropolyether chain. [41] To apply the monomer on the paper surface, paper samples 
were dipped into an acetone solution containing a fixed concentration of monomer and 
photo-initiator. Then the sample was irradiated on both sides under nitrogen with a 
medium pressure Hg lamp to start the photo-induced grafting process. The irradiation 
time was varied from 60 to 240 s. The sample was then solvent extracted with a Soxhlet 
apparatus and subsequently analyzed. Angle-resolved XPS was used to gather 
information on sample composition at different depths, ranging from 1.3 nm to 3 nm, 
depending on the take-off angle. The XPS result indicates that there is a high amount of 
fluorine at the paper surface after modification. In particular at the most external surface 
(~1.3 nm): the F/C ratios found are in the range of 1.24 and1.45, which is equal to that of 
the pure fluorinated acrylic monomer. By increasing the depth of the XPS probing, the 
concentration of the fluorine is clearly different: the F/C ratio decreases and the O/C ratio 
increases. This gradient indicates that the grafting is largely limited to the paper surface. 
The preferential segregation of perfluorinated chains at the treated paper surface 
successfully reduces the surface energy, as shown in Figure 1.10. Although dependent on 
the UV irradiation time, all samples display surface energies below 12 mN/m. This is 
much lower than some common fluorinated polymers, such as PTFE (20 mN/m). As a 
result, coated paper samples display good oil repellency with hexadecane contact angles 




Figure 1.10: Surface energy of paper modified with fluorinated acrylic monomer as a 




 Silanation is another method commonly used to apply fluorinated coatings on 
paper surfaces. Taking advantage of the hydroxyl-rich surface of cellulose, 
organosilanes with low surface energy organic groups have been used to make paper 
hydrophobic and amphiphobic following both gas-phase and solution immersion 
reactions. Glavan et al. reported the fabrication and properties of amphiphobic paper 
produced by silanation of paper with fluoroalkyltrichlorisilanes. [42] Gas-phase 
silanation is used in this study to render paper amphiphobic for the benefit that the 
procedure does not require pre- or post-treatment and the processing can be completed 
within minutes. To study the effect of chain length and fluorination of the organosilane 
on the wettability of paper, three fluoroalkyltrichlorosilanes with different fluorinated 
alkyl chain length were used in this study: (tridecafluorooctyl)trichlorosilane 
(CF3(CF2)5CH2CH2SiCl3) (C8F), (heptadecafluorodecyl)trichlorosilane 
(CF3(CF2)7CH2CH2SiCl3)  (C10F) and (henicosadecafluorododecyl)trichlorosilane 
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(CF3(CF2)9CH2CH2SiCl3)  (C12F). C12F is the trichlorosilane with the longest fluorinated 
alkyl chain. To compare fluorinated and non-fluorinated coating materials with regards 
to liquid repellency, two alkyltrichlorosilanes were also used in this study: 
methyltrichlorosilane (CH3SiCl3) (C1H) and decyltrichlorosilane (CH3 (CH2)9SiCl3) 
(C10H). The silanation reaction was performed in a vacuum oven at 95oC and 30 mbar 
using a solution of the organosilane (~10 mL of a ~30 mM solution in toluene) to 
supply an appropriate concentration of the silanating reagent in the vapor phase. The 
organosilane was allowed to react with the paper samples for 5 min. To investigate the 
effect of roughness of the underlying paper substrate, three different paper samples 
were used in this study: Whatman Gel Blot paper, Whatman #1 paper and Whatman 
#50 paper. As shown by the SEM images in Figure 1.11, Whatman #50 paper seemed 
the smoothest, followed by Whatman #1, while Whatman Gel Blot paper is the 
roughest. This observation is further confirmed by root mean square roughness as 
determined by optical profilometry. Contact angles of nine test liquids with surface 
tensions ranging from 16 to 83 mN/m were measured on all silanized paper samples, as 
shown in Figure 1.12. The result clearly indicates that although paper coated with non-
fluorinated alkyl trichlorosilanes can resist wetting by liquids with surface tension 
greater than 54 mN/m, test liquids with lower surface tensions wick into the paper. On 
the other hand, for paper coated with fluoroalkyltrichlorosilanes, all samples were able 
to resist wetting by liquids with surface tensions as low as 27 mN/m (hexadecane). This 
result again reflects the lower surface energy of the paper fibers functionalized with 
fluorinated materials relative to those functionalized with alkyl groups. Although all 
paper samples coated with fluorinated trichlorosilanes display amphiphobicity, samples 
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coated with long fluorinated alkyl chain display higher oil contact angles. This is likely 
due to better surface coverage of long chain fluoroalkyltrichlrosilanes. However, further 
studies of the surface chemistry are required to confirm this hypothesis. Another 
important observation from this study is that the intrinsic roughness of paper can have 
significant impact on the amphiphobicity of coated paper: treated blot paper displays a 
much higher hexadecane contact angle than Whatman #1 or Whatman #50 filter paper. 
However, even for blotting paper coated with C12F, which is the sample with the highest 































Figure 1.12: Contact angles for fluids with different surface tensions measured on coated 
paper samples. The grey area indicates liquids that spontaneously spread onto the 




 Glavan et al. demonstrated the importance of paper roughness in the fabrication 
of paper with amphiphobic properties. [42] In order to fabricate paper with even higher 
oil repellency, the paper surface morphology must be further adjusted. Li et al. reported 
an approach to the design and fabrication of superamphiphobic paper by systematically 
altering the average fiber size and inter-fiber spacing. [20] The optimum ratio between 
fiber size and spacing was calculated based on the framework provided by the Cassie-
Baxter model. In order to model fiber-based substrates, modifications to the Cassie-
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 According to the modified Cassie-Baxter equation, the apparent contact angle 
(𝜃𝐶𝐶) is a function of the center-to-center distance between two fibers (L), the fiber 
diameter (D), and equilibrium contact angle (𝜃𝑌). To fabricate paper with 
superamphiphobic properties, the L/D ratio must be much larger than that for traditional 
paper. Consequently, the fiber diameter must be reduced and the spacing between fibers 
must be increased to create superamphiphobic paper. Pulp refining was used to reduce the 
fiber diameter. During refining, fibrous pulp is ground between metal gears, thereby 
shearing (or “fibrillating”) the individual fibers. An increase in refining intensity 
ultimately separates fibers into their elementary components, so-called fibrils, much like 
a braided rope can be deconstructed into many smaller diameter cords. As a result, 
increased refining intensity leads to smaller fiber diameter, as shown in Figure 1.13. To 
enhance the separation distance L between fibers and fibrils, a solvent exchange method 
was used, in which water was drained from the fibrous pulp and replaced by sec-butanol; 
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the pulp is then drained of the sec-butanol and dried without subsequent exposure to 
water. Organic solvents have been demonstrated to prevent hydrogen bonding between 
cellulosic fibers. [43] In this study, sec-butanol was employed to prevent the fibrils 
created during the refining process from binding together through hydrogen bonds, 
thereby significantly increasing sheet porosity. However, paper treated with sec-butanol 
also has a much lower mechanical strength due to the inhibition of interfiber hydrogen 
bonding. The treated paper was then exposed to an oxygen plasma to increase nano-scale 
roughness and subsequently coated with fluoropolymer. Contact angles of different test 
fluids were measured on samples that had been etched for different times, as shown in 
Figure 1.14. Without etching, deposition of a fluoropolymer layer is sufficient to render 
the paper superhydrophobic, but the sheets readily absorb oils. Paper etched for 10 min 
can repel all four test fluids. Etching for 30 min followed by fluoropolymer deposition 
yields a superamphiphobic surface which supports contact angles greater than 150° for all 
test fluids. Samples maintained high contact angles and repellency for at least 5 days. 
Development of superamphiphobic paper surfaces facilitate novel applications where 








Figure 1.13: SEM images of unrefined paper, paper refined to 3000 revolutions and 
paper refined to 10,000 revolutions are shown in (a-c). Complementary profilometer 






Figure 1.14:  Contact angles of water, ethylene glycol, motor oil and n-hexadecane 
versus etch time for paper made with fibers refined to 10,000 revolutions by using 






Fabrication of Hydrophilic/Oleophobic Paper 
 Paper that can simultaneously display hydrophilicity and oleophobicity, based on 
a favorable interaction with polar liquids and an unfavorable interaction with non-polar 
liquids, is of great interest in materials for applications such as oil/water separation 
membranes. [44] The underlying principle in designing hydrophilic-oleophobic surfaces 
is to utilize chemical heterogeneity. Hydrophilic and oleophobic functional groups are 
generally interspersed in these types of surfaces. Chemical groups with low surface 
energy contribute to oleophobicity, while polar surface moieties can exhibit sufficiently 
strong interactions with water molecules to yield hydrophilicity. This concept has been 
implemented with various coating material such as fluoroalkylated oligomeric silanes 
containing hydrophilic monomers [45], and segmented polyurethanes containing an 
assembly of polyoxyethylene, polydimethylsiloxane, and perfluororpolyether. These soft 
polymer blocks can transition into oleophobic, hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface 
behavior in response to the polarity of the contacting liquid. [46] Hydrophilic/oleophobic 
surfaces can also be obtained by complexation of cationic fluorinated surfactants on 
negatively charged films obtained by means of plasma assisted polymerization of acrylic 
acid or maleic anhydride. [23, 45, 47-49] However, the majority of 
hydrophilic/oleophobic surfaces have been fabricated on flat, non-porous substrates, or 
substrates with well-defined pore structures such as metal meshes and woven textiles. 
Creation of hydrophilic and oleophobic properties on substrates with a more random 
structure, such as paper or non-woven fabrics, has been rarely reported.  
 In one report, Molina et al. introduced a method to fabricate hydrophilic and 
oleophobic paper by using polyelectrolyte-fluorosurfactant complexes as coating 
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materials. [44] Polyelectrolytes can spontaneously interact with oppositely charged 
surfactants in aqueous solution to product polyelectrolyte-surfactant complexes according 
to a strict 1:1 stoichiometry required for overall charge balance. As a coating material, 
these complexes display a layered arrangement derived from demixing of the polar 
polyelectrolyte backbone and the hydrophobic surfactant tails. Conventionally, the entire 
polyelectrolyte-surfactant complex is prepared in solution, precipitated and then applied 
to a substrate. [49] However, in this report, a more direct approach is used comprising the 
coupling of ionic surfactants to pre-deposited polyelectrolyte plasma polymer surfaces, as 
shown in Figure 1.15. The plasma polymerization was performed using a dielectric 
barrier discharge (DBD) reactor operating at atmospheric pressure. Helium was used as 
the only carrier gas in this experiment with a flow rate of 5L/min. Paper substrates were 
introduced inside the reactor and 100 μL of acrylic acid solutions in water at different 
concentrations were placed over the substrates. Plasma polymerization was carried out 
for 10 min. After plasma assisted polymerization of acrylic acid solutions, samples were 
immediately immersed into a diluted cationic fluorosurfactant solution for 15 min. The 
treated samples were then rinsed with distilled water and dried for 24 hour under ambient 
conditions. Water and hexadecane contact angles were measured on coated paper 
samples, as shown in Figure 1.16. Results demonstrated that the acrylic acid plasma 
polymer surfaces can readily undergo complexation with the cationic fluorosurfactant 
solution. Since carboxylic acid groups at the surface of the plasma polymer layer will 
weakly ionize in water, a favorable electrostatic attraction between the ionized surface 
acid groups and oppositely charged fluorosurfactant ions occurs. Such interactions assist 
in orientating the charged surfactant head group toward the plasma polymer surface, 
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while leaving the fluorinated tail segment extended toward the air-solid interface, as 
indicated by the stable hexadecane contact angle on coated paper surfaces. On the other 
hand, due to the high affinity between water and the hydrophilic groups at the polymer-














Figure 1.16: Contact angles as a function of time for hexadecane and water over filter 





1.4 Limitations of the Existing Methods 
 
 Due to the range of possible benefits of paper with controlled wetting properties, 
potential applications have received considerable interest from both industry and 
academia. Although there are a variety of existing methods to fabricate paper with 
different wetting properties, as discussed above, most of these methods rely heavily on 
the use of fluorinated coating materials, which are often associated with significant 
environmental and health concerns. [50-52] Because of the high strength of the carbon-
fluorine bond, fluorocarbons cannot be degraded naturally in a short time and are 
therefore persistent in the environment. Low levels of the fluorinated compounds have 
contaminated nearly every corner of the food chain. [53] Research has shown that the 
compounds can cause cancer and disrupt sexual development in lab animals. [54] 
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Emerging epidemiological evidence suggests the compounds might cause or contribute to 
similar problems in human beings. [55] In addition to these issues, fluorinated materials 
are also expensive to manufacture and can be difficult to process. Because of these 
disadvantages, there is a global effort to reduce the use of fluorinated coating materials. 
However, developing non-fluorinated alternatives remains a great challenge: 
replacements may be straightforward in some applications, but not in others. For 
example, in paper products that only require water repellency, hydrocarbon waxes, 
different sizing agents and paraffin can be use as alternatives. But for the fabrication of 
oil repellent surfaces, fluorinated compounds are still required. Therefore, further 
research is required to fabricate paper with controlled wetting properties by 
implementation of non-fluorinated chemicals.  
 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
 
 The goal of this thesis is to fabricate paper surfaces with controlled wetting 
properties on porous substrates by using non-fluorinated coating materials.  
 Chapter 2 focuses on the fabrication of amphiphobic paper using 
polybenzoxazine. The treated paper displays good oil resistance, but the processing 
requires economically unfavorable long cure times at relatively high temperatures, which 
could also compromise the mechanical strength of paper. Chapter 3 investigates the 
properties of paper substrates coated with different alkyltrichlorosilanes. Alkyl chain 
length was found to have significant impact on the wetting properties of coated paper. 
Chapter 4 describes the creation of oil repellent paper with methyltrimethoxysilane 
(MTMS). Hydrophilicity can be tuned by adjusting the sonication time during MTMS 
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hydrolysis. The modified paper surface displays wetting behavior ranging from 
hydrophilic/oleophobic to amphiphobic as a function of hydrolysis time. In Chapter 5 it 
is shown that wood with amphiphobic properties can be fabricated by using the same 
MTMS coating material. Chapter 6 further demonstrates the potential application of 
hydrophilic/oleophobic surface by coating MTMS on stainless steel meshes that can be 
used to separate oil and water mixtures. Chapter 7 discusses the conclusions of this thesis 
along with recommendations for future research. Appendix A discusses the plasma-





FABRICATION OF AMPHIPHOBIC CELLULOSE-BASED PAPER 




 A potential candidate to achieve controlled wetting properties on porous 
substrates is polybenzoxazine (PBZ), a newly developed non-fluorinated polymer which 
is reported to have a surface energy as low as pure PTFE. [56] 
 Benzoxazine is a molecule where an oxazine ring, a hetero-cyclic six-membered 
ring with oxygen and nitrogen atoms, is attached to a benzene ring. Several benzoxazine 
structures exist depending upon the position of oxygen and nitrogen atoms. [57] Because 
the six-membered heterocycle has an irregular “chair-shaped” structure with some ring 
strain, benzoxazine can undergo a thermally accelerated, cationic ring-opening 
polymerization process to form the polymer PBZ. [58] Typical polymerization 
temperatures are in the range of 160 to 240oC. [59, 60] A schematic of the polymerization 
process is shown in Figure 2.1. 
 Due to its high polarity and the ability to form hydrogen bond with water 
molecules, the hydroxyl group is the most common hydrophilic group. A unique 
characteristic of PBZ is that despite the presence of hydroxyl groups in in its structure, it 
displays a surface energy close to that of fluorinated materials, and even lower than it 
hydroxyl-free benzoxazine monomer. One explanation for this seemingly contradictory 
result is that the hydroxyl groups on PBZ have the ability to form a stable six membered 
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ring structure with the neighboring nitrogen atom through intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding. [61, 62] This strong interaction could impose an internal curvature on the 
molecule and thus change the polymer into a helical supramolecular structure. [63] As a 
result, the hydrophilic moieties could be protected on the interior of the folded structure, 
with hydrophobic groups being exposed to the outside environment; this type of assembly 
would be expected to lower the surface energy. [63] Because of its low surface energy 
properties, PBZ has been previously used to impart hydrophobicity and oleophobicity to 
different substrates such as steel [64], silica [65], polymer blend [66], and textiles. [67]  
 In this Chapter, a novel method to fabricate amphiphobic cellulose-based paper 
using PBZ is reported. Benzoxazine monomer was applied to the paper surface via dip 
coating and drop casting techniques. The coated paper samples were subsequently cured 
to start the polymerization process; cure time and temperature were varied. It is found the 
oleophobicity of PBZ coated paper samples is highly related to both the degree of 
polymerization of PBZ and the loading of PBZ. Paper samples with a loading of 10.6 
mg/cm2 of PBZ display prolonged resistance against oils after curing at 180℃ for 12 
hours. The relation between polymerization degree and surface energy was interrogated 
using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and contact angle measurements. Fluorinated materials 
are not used in this process, and the intrinsic porosity of paper is largely retained after the 








Fabrication of PBZ Thin film 
 Benzoxazine monomer (BA-a) was kindly donated by Huntsman Chemical and 
used without further purification. BA-a is a yellow crystalline solid with a melting point 
in the range of 80-85oC. The coating solution was prepared by dissolving benzoxazine 
monomer in anhydrous toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%) at a concentration of 30 mg/mL. 
The stock solution was then filtered through a 25 mm syringe filter with 0.2 μm nylon 
membrane (VWR) to remove undissolved particles and impurities. Thin films were 
fabricated by spincoating 1 mL of solution on Si wafers at a speed of 650 rpm for 160 s. 
To initiate the polymerization process, benzoxazine thin films were cured at different 













Fabrication of PBZ Coated Paper 
 For this study, paper samples were prepared in house using northern bleached 
softwood Kraft fibers (NBSK) and a mixture of 15% bleached softwood / 85% bleached 
hardwood fibers (co-pulp). Paper samples were fabricated according to TAPPI 
standardized method T205 sp-02 using a 40/60 ratio (based on dry solids) of NBSK and 
co-pulp. After fabrication, benzoxazine monomer was applied on paper samples by using 
two different methods: dip coating and drop casting. For dip coating method, paper 
samples were dipped into the benzoxazine monomer solution for about 5 s and then dried 
under ambient conditions for 30 s. For the drop casting method, a specific volume of 
benzoxazine solution with known concentration was released onto the center of the paper 
samples. The solution then absorbed into the paper samples and spread out by capillary 
forces. Coated paper samples were also dried under ambient conditions. After coating, 
paper samples were subjected to curing at different temperatures for appropriate amounts 
of time.  
 
Contact Angle Measurements 
 All static contact angle measurements were performed with an automated 
goniometer (ramé-hart, model 290, Succasunna, NJ). A 4 μL droplet of the selected fluid 
(DI water, diiodomethane (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent plus grade, 99%) or stained RP test oil 
(Ralston Purina)) was placed onto the substrate. Contact angles were determined by the 





Lab-Scale 24 Hour Creased R. P. Oil Test 
 Lab-scale 24 hour creased RP2 test was conducted to test the long-term oil 
resistance of coated paper samples. A 1.5×1.5 cm2 paper sample was creased along its 
center using a weighted roller. The creased sample was placed on grid paper and 0.4 g of 
white sand (SAPPI fine paper) was placed at the center of the sample. 25 μL of the 
stained RP test oil was then allowed to wet out into the sand. The prepared sample was 
then placed in a 60℃ oven for 24 hours. After heating, the areal fraction of any dyed 
sections of the grid was measured to determine the total percent staining. Staining of 2% 
or less is considered acceptable for many industrial applications.  
 
Ellipsometry 
 Ellipsometric measurements were performed with a J.A. Woollam M-2000VI 
spectroscopic ellipsometer. The angle of incidence (as measured relative to the normal 
vector to the plane) was 70°. Measurements were carried out on three different spots on 
each sample. Thicknesses of the PBZ thin films were calculated from the ellipsometric 
parameters (Δ and Ψ) using WVASE32 software (version 3.632) following the 
transparent double-layer model. 
 
SEM Imaging 
 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of uncoated and PBZ coated paper surfaces 
was perfomed using a Zeiss Ultra60 FE-SEM at an acceleration voltage of 5.0 keV. All 
samples subjected to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging were sputter coated 
with Au/Pd to reduce accumulation of charge during measurement.  
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ATR-FTIR 
 Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-
FTIR) was carried out on a Nicolet IS-50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Inc), 
operated in the ATR mode. The spectrometer was set to collect 128 scans at 4 cm-1 in the 
range from 4000 to 700 cm-1. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Properties of PBZ Thin Films 
 PBZ thin films were made by spincoating benzoxazine monomer on cleaned Si 
wafers, followed by curing at different conditions. The thickness of the uncured PBZ thin 
film was 201.9 ± 1.8 nm as determined by ellipsometry. 
 The surface chemistry of benzoxazine thin films cured at different temperatures 
was characterized using ATR-FTIR. Spectra of five different samples were taken: 
benzoxazine monomer without any heat treatment, and benzoxazine cured at 60oC for 1 
hr, at 180oC for 1 hr, at 180oC for 12 hr and at 240oC for 1 hr (Figure 2.2). The 
benzoxazine monomer has three characteristic peaks that can be monitored. Peaks 
centered at 1500 cm-1 and 950 cm-1 are due to absorption by the tri-substituted benzene 
ring and the peak at 1250 cm-1 is due to the aromatic ether stretching mode. All three 
peaks are prominent in spectra for the benzoxazine film without heat treatment and 
benzoxazine with 1 hour of curing at 60oC. This result indicates that the polymerization 
process has not started after 1 hour at temperatures below 60oC. On the other hand, for 
samples cured at 180oC, the intensities of all three peaks are reduced significant, which 
clearly indicates that a ring-opening polymerization process has already started at this 
temperature. For samples cured at 240oC for 1 hour or at 180oC but for an extended 
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curing time of 12 hours, all three monomer peaks essentially disappeared. Also, these last 
two samples displayed two new strong absorption bands at ~2911 cm-1 and 2844 cm-1, 
which are assigned to the C-H stretch of methylene groups in the polymer. These 
observations provide strong evidence that the polymerization process is essentially 
finished after 1 hour of curing at 240oC or 12 hours of curing at 180oC. 
 




 To determine the change in wetting properties with respect to degree of 
polymerization, contact angles of three different fluids were determined on PBZ thin 
films cured at different conditions (Figure 2.3). Diiodomethane has been commonly used 
to characterize the oleophobicity because of its non-polar nature and moderate surface 
tension (50.8 mN/m). RP test oil is a mixture of oleic acid, glycerol trioleate and a red 
dye. RP test oil is widely used industrially to quantify oleophobicity because its 
composition is similar to oils in food. The surface tension of RP test oil was determined 
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to be 34.1 mN/m using the Owens-Wendt model. In addition to these two non-polar 
fluids, water was also used as a testing fluid in this study to represent polar fluids.  
 The results show that as the degree of polymerization increases, both water and 
oil contact angles increase as well on PBZ thin films. The fact that there is no significant 
difference in wetting behaviors between samples cured at 180oC for 12 hours and 240oC 
for 1 hour further highlights the fact that the surface chemistry is very similar between 
the two films, as was also indicated by spectroscopy. To compare surface energy of PBZ 
with fluorinated coating materials, a fluorocarbon thin film was fabricated using PECVD 
with pentafluoroethane (PFE) as the precursor gas. The thickness of the PFE thin film on 
the silicon wafer was 100 nm. Details about the properties PFE thin film and fabrication 
process can be found elsewhere. [37, 68] It was found that the water and oil contact 
angles on a PBZ thin film cured at 180oC for 12 hours or at 240oC for 1 hour are close to 
contact angles measured on PFE thin film. These results indicate that cured PBZ thin 










Figure 2.3: Water and oil contact angles measured on PBZ thin films cured at different 




Properties of PBZ Coated Paper Samples 
 To apply benzoxazine monomer to paper samples, a dip coating method was used 
at first because its fast coating rate and the facile one-step procedure. To optimize coating 
conditions, the paper samples were coated with benzoxazine solutions of different 
concentrations. After coating, all samples were cured in an oven at 60oC for 1 hour. 
Water contact angles were measured on all coated samples (Table 2.1). It was found that 
paper samples coated with benzoxazine solution at a concentration of 7.5 mg/mL displays 
an initial water contact angle 103.1o, but a slow absorption of water into the substrate was 
observed later. Paper samples coated with benzoxazine solution at a concentration of 15 
mg/mL started to display stable water contact angle around 110o. By further increasing 
the concentration, higher water contact angles were obtained until a maximum value was 
reached around 120o. After that, further increases in solution concentration had very little 
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effect on water contact angles. It is also noteworthy to mention that the water contact 
angle on PBZ coated paper samples is higher than PBZ thin films, which is likely due to 
the fact that the micron-scale roughness from the underlying paper substrate helps to 
increase the contact angle for a non-wetting fluid. However, the coated paper samples 
with low-temperature curing do not show any resistance against oils: all samples absorb 




Table 2.1: Wetting behavior of coated paper samples dip coated with benzoxazine 
solution at different concentrations and cured for 1 hour at 60 °C. Italicized values 
indicate unstable contact angles, where absorption of water into the substrate was 
observed within 5 minutes. Standard deviations for all measurements are below 5o. 
 











 To impart oil resistance to treated paper, the surface energy of the coating 
material needs to be further reduced and PBZ loading amounts must be increased. Based 
on our previous observation from PBZ thin films on silicon wafers, PBZ with a higher 
degree of polymerization displays lower surface energy, and hence higher oil contact 
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angles. To increase the polymerization degree of PBZ coated paper samples, the curing 
temperature was increased to 180oC and the curing time was extended to 12 hours. The 
curing time and temperature were chosen to keep the thermal damage to the paper at 
acceptable levels; an even higher curing temperature like 240oC is not suitable for paper 
substrates. Both ATR-FTIR and contact angle data on PBZ thin films indicate that 
benzoxazine cured at 180oC for 12 hours is essentially equivalent to benzoxazine cured at 
240oC for 1 hour both with regards to chemical composition and surface energy.  
 In order to further increase PBZ loading on coated paper samples, drop casting 
was used instead of dip coating. This coating method enables precise control of the PBZ 
loading by controlling the volume and concentration of solution applied. Paper samples 
with different PBZ loadings were prepared using drop casting method. Coated paper 
samples were then cured at 180oC for 12 hours. Oleophobicity was determined on 
different samples by measuring diiodomethane and RP test oil contact angles. Water 
contact angles were also determined for comparison (Figure 2.4). It was found that as 
PBZ loading increases, the oil resistance improved as well, while water contact angles 
remained essentially the same for all samples. At a loading of 5.3 mg/cm2, coated paper 
samples start to display stable diiodomethane contact angles. By further increasing the 




Figure 2.4: Water and oil contact angles measured on PBZ coated paper samples with 
different loading amount. All samples were cured at 180℃ for 12 hours. Standard 




 To determine if coated paper samples can display prolonged oil resistance, a lab-
scale 24 hour RP test was conducted on paper with 10.6 mg/cm2 loading of PBZ. The 
coated paper was creased in the middle before test. The purpose of this step is to ensure 
that coating layers will not be damaged by common folding operations. Also, instead of 
releasing RP test oil directly on coated paper sample, 0.4 g of sand was placed on top of 
paper sample and the RP test oil was released on sand. The RP test oil was then allowed 
to wick into the sand and uniformly wet the coated paper sample. The experiment was 
conducted at 60℃ to increase the permeation rate of oil into paper. After 24 hours, no 
stain was found on grid paper beneath coated paper samples, indicating that paper 
samples with 10.6 mg/cm2 loading of PBZ can withstand RP oil at an elevated 
temperature for prolonged time.  
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 In previous studies, liquid-repellent paper was fabricated by applying a pore-free 
barrier coating on top of the fiber surface. [69] The obvious disadvantage of this 
approach is the loss of intrinsic flexibility and air permeability. To determine if there is 
any significant change in surface morphology of coated paper due at our highest PBZ 
loading, SEM images were taken for two different samples: uncoated paper and PBZ 
coated paper samples with a loading of 10.6 mg/cm2, which is the highest loading applied 
in the current study (Figure 2.5). No significant differences in surface morphology were 
found between uncoated and coated paper samples at low magnification: the porosity of 
uncoated paper is largely retained for PBZ coated paper. However, at high magnification, 
a thin coating layer can clearly be seen around each individual fiber for PBZ coated paper 
samples. This observation also agrees well with contact angle data: the fact that PBZ 
coated paper display a higher water contact angle than PBZ thin films on flat silicon 
wafers indicates that the natural roughness of paper is retained for paper with a high 















Figure 2.5: Low magnification SEM images of a) untreated paper sample and b) PBZ 
coated paper sample with a loading of 10.6 mg/cm2, demonstrating that the porosity of 
native paper is largely retained after coating. Complementary high magnification SEM 






 This study has demonstrated a facile, one-step solution-based coating method to 
fabricate amphiphobic paper by using PBZ. Benzoxazine monomer solution was applied 
to paper samples using a drop casting method, followed by curing at elevated 
temperature. To fabricate oleophobic paper, a fairly high loading was required, in 
combination with prolonged curing time at high temperature. Coated paper displays 





10 μm 10μm 
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10.6 mg/cm2 also successfully passed the lab-scale 24 hour RP oil test, indicating that it 
has prolonged resistance against oil. Amphiphobic paper with prolonged oil resistance is 
of great interest for the paper industry, with applications in fluid and materials packaging, 
disposable lab-ware and self-cleaning surfaces 
 Compared with existing methods to fabricate amphiphobic paper, PBZ does not 
contain fluorine and is therefore more environmental friendly. The hydrophobicity and oil 
resistance of the PBZ coating is not due to over-coating of PBZ, and the porosity of 
native paper is largely retained after coating as indicated by SEM images. However, the 
disadvantages of this coating material and method are also obvious: high PBZ loading 
amounts and prolonged curing times means that this procedure is not very economically 
feasible. Treated paper also loses some flexibility due to the curing and high PBZ 
loading. Although some hypotheses and molecular modeling results have been proposed 
to explain the mechanism of the low surface energy of PBZ, the surface chemistry of 





EFFECT OF CHAIN LENGTH ON THE WETTING PROPERTIES 
OF ALKYLTRICHLOROSILANE COATED CELLULOSE-BASED 
PAPER 
 
Material from this chapter was accepted for publication in Cellulose by Z. Tang, D. W. 




 Organosilane materials are of great interest for chemical surface modification 
because of the availability of these reagents with a wide range of chemical functionalities, 
their low cost, and the ease of covalent coupling chemistry to common functional groups 
on many substrates. [70] Among the larger class of organosilanes, specifically 
alkyltrichlorosilanes (trichlorosilane head group with a hydrocarbon tail group of variable 
length) have been widely used to functionalize a variety of inorganic and organic 
materials: silicon wafers [71], stainless steel [72], glass [73], silica [74, 75], alumina [76], 
cotton [77, 78], and paper. [79-81] Compared to other organosilanes, alkyltrichlorosilanes 
offer relatively fast covalent coupling reaction rates without requiring pre-hydrolysis 
steps, which are for example necessary for trialkoxysilanes. [82] The length of the 
hydrocarbon tail group in these reagents can be varied from a single methyl group to 
groups with more than 30 carbon atoms. When alkyltrichlorosilanes react with a 
hydroxyl-rich surface, the head group is hydrolyzed by trace amounts of water on the 
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surface (or in the solvent), and then grafted to the surface through a condensation 
reaction. As a result, a thin hydrocarbon layer is formed that generally reduces the surface 
energy of the substrate. Alkyltrichlorosilanes have many advantages compared to 
fluorinated coating materials, including lower environmental impact and immediate 
commercial availability.  
 The wetting properties of substrates with alkyltrichlorosilane coatings are highly 
dependent on both the intrinsic surface structure of the substrate and the structure 
imparted by coating material. The structure of the coatings is greatly affected by the 
relative rates of intermolecular silane-silane coupling and surface coupling reactions. [83] 
Furthermore, the relative rates of these reactions in comparison to mass transfer (i.e. 
diffusion coefficients) are an important consideration. For example, if surface reactions 
are dominant relative to silane-silane reactions, but slow compared to mass transfer, 
dense monolayers can be formed on the surface. With increasing silane-silane coupling 
rates, the coating layer thickness will increase [84] and, eventually, coupling reactions in 
the bulk may even result in the formation of small particulates; this is also referred to as 
“vertical polymerization”. [85] If the proper balance is struck between these processes, 
alkyltrichlorosilane films can be formed that are covalently bonded to both the surface 
and to surrounding silane molecules; in this close-packed configuration, alkyl chains 
extend from the surface almost perpendicularly in a stretched all-trans configuration. [86] 
 Different types of the surface assembly structure can be obtained with slight 
changes in reaction conditions. Although parameters such as temperature [87], solvent 
[88], type of substrate and water content [89] can affect the assembly structure, one of the 
most important factors is the alkyl chain length. [90] For alkyltrichlorosilanes with long 
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alkyl chains, such as octadecyltrichlorosilane, surface reactions usually dominate; for 
short chain alkyltrichlorosilanes, such as methyltrichlorosilane, vertical polymerization 
becomes the primary process.  
 The relation between alkyl chain length and wetting properties has been studied 
previously on well-defined, non-porous substrates such as silicon wafers. [71, 83] It was 
found that alkyltrichlorosilanes with longer alkyl chains display higher water and 
diiodomethane contact angles. However, to our knowledge, such studies have not been 
performed on cellulose-based, porous materials, like paper, which are of great practical 
relevance. Because paper differs significantly from silicon in terms of surface 
morphology, porosity, density of surface hydroxyl groups, chemical heterogeneity and 
surface water content, it is unclear if these conclusions can be extended to 
alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper samples. Although a few studies exist on 
alkyltrichlorosilane coated cotton fibers [91, 92], these were focused on one particular 
alkyltrichlorosilane, such as octadecyltrichlorosilane. [93, 94] A systematic study is 
therefore needed to determine the effect of alkyl chain length on the wetting properties of 
cellulose-based paper coated with alkyltrichlorosilanes in order to assess the factors that 
control liquid interactions with and thus possible applications for treated paper. 
 In this Chapter, the effect of alkyl chain length on the wetting properties of coated 
paper samples is reported, and the chemical/morphological changes that impart such 
changes are discussed. Four alkyltrichlorosilanes with different chain lengths were coated 
on paper substrates following the same protocol: methyltrichlorosilane (MTCS, -CH3), 
butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS, -C4H9), dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTCS, -C12H25) and 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTCS, -C18H37). By systematically varying the alkyl chain 
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length, coating layers with different structures were formed on paper. These differences 
in morphology affect the wetting behavior of coated paper samples. Due to the nano- and 
micron- scale roughness on methyltrichlorosilane coated substrates, paper coated with 
methyltrichlorosilane displays superhydrophobicity with the highest water contact angle 
(>150o) among these four alkyltrichlorosilanes. However, the additional nano-scale 
roughness from methyltrichlorosilane coating also causes lower resistance against fluids 
with lower surface tension, while paper samples coated with long-chain 
alkyltrichlorosilanes have lower surface energy and lack nano-scale roughness. As a 
result, paper samples coated with octadecyltrichlorosilane display the highest resistance 
against oils. The relationship between alkyl chain length, surface chemistry, morphology 
and wetting properties was determined using ATR-FTIR, XPS and SEM, both on flat 
silicon wafers and on porous paper samples. Fluorinated materials are not used in this 
coating process, which renders the process and resulting coated paper more 




Fabrication of Alkyltrichlorosilane Thin Films on Si 
 Methyltrichlorosilane (MTCS), butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS), 
dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTCS) and octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTCS) were purchased 
from Gelest without further purification (deposition grade, 98%). The chemical structure 
of each alkyltrichlorosilane is shown in Figure 3.1. Coating solutions were prepared by 
adding 0.1 % (v/v) of alkyltrichlorosilane into anhydrous toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, 
99.8%). Silicon wafers (P type 100 mm silicon wafer (100) P/E, Wafer World Inc.), 
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which served as flat control substrates for alkyltrichlorosilane thin films, were rinsed with 
acetone, methanol and isopropanol (BDH, ACS grade, 99%) and subsequently exposed to 
a low-pressure air plasma (Harrick Plasma, Plasma Cleaner PDC-32G, Ithaca, NY) for 5 
minutes to remove solvent residue and ensure the presence of hydroxyl groups on the 
surface. Cleaned substrates were immersed in the alkyltrichlorosilane solutions for 3 
hours. After coating, samples were again rinsed with acetone, methanol and isopropanol 
to remove any physisorbed coating materials. Coated substrates were then dried overnight 



















Fabrication of Alkyltrichlorosilane Coated Paper 
 For this study, paper samples were prepared in house using northern bleached 
softwood Kraft fibers (NBSK) and a mixture of 15% bleached softwood / 85% bleached 
hardwood fibers (co-pulp); paper samples were fabricated according to TAPPI 
standardized method T205 sp-02 using a 40/60 ratio (based on dry solids) of NBSK and 
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co-pulp. Paper samples were fabricated in this manner to eliminate the effects of 
additives and fillers that are commonly present in commercial paper. After fabrication, 
paper samples were immersed in alkyltrichlorosilane coating solutions for 3 hours. After 
coating, paper samples were blown dry using compressed nitrogen gas.  
 
Contact Angle Measurements 
 All static contact angle measurements were performed with an automated 
goniometer (ramé-hart, model 290, Succasunna, NJ). A 4 μL droplet of the selected fluid 
(DI water, diiodomethane (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent plus grade, 99%), ethylene glycol 
(Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) or motor oil (SAE 10W-30, MotoTech)) was placed 
onto the substrate. Contact angles were measured immediately after the fluids were in 
contact with surfaces (less than 10 s).Contact angles were determined by the standard 
goniometer software (Drop Image, version 2.6.1). 
 
Physical Characterization 
 Ellipsometric measurements were performed with a J. A. Woollam M-2000VI 
spectroscopic ellipsometer. The angle of incidence (from the normal to the plane) was 
70°. Measurements were carried out at three different spots on each sample.  Thicknesses 
of the alkyltrichlorosilane thin films were calculated from the ellipsometric parameters (Δ 
and Ψ) using WVASE32 software (version 3.632) following the transparent double-layer 
model. 
 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of uncoated and alkyltrichlorosilane coated 
paper surfaces and silicon wafers was performed using a Hitachi SU8230 FE-SEM at an 
acceleration voltage of 5.0 keV. All samples subjected to scanning electron microscopy 
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 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were conducted using a 
Thermo Electron Corporation K-Alpha XPS system with a microfocused monochromatic 
Al Kα X-ray source. The spot size of the instrument is 400 μm. 
 Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-
FTIR) was carried out on a Nicolet IS-50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Inc), 
operated in the ATR mode. The spectrometer was set to collect 128 scans at 4 cm-1 in the 
range from 4000 to 900 cm-1. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Properties of Alkyltrichlorosilane Thin Films 
 To investigate the effect of changes in surface chemistry as a function of alkyl 
chain length, four different alkyltrichlorosilanes were studied: methyltrichlorosilane 
(MTMS), butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS), dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTCS) and 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTCS). All of these have the same head group; the only 
difference between them is the alkyl chain length: MTCS has one methyl group attached 
to the head group, BTCS has a four-carbon-chain, DTCS a twelve-carbon-chain and 
OTCS an eighteen-carbon-chain. A silicon wafer was chosen as the initial model 
substrate for this study because it has a well-defined, flat surface and homogeneous 
chemical composition; effects of surface roughness and heterogeneity of the underlying 
substrate on wetting properties can therefore be excluded. For all samples, the coating 
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time was 180 minutes to ensure a high degree of alkyltrichlorosilane surface 
coverage.[95] Toluene was used as the solvent because high coverage densities can be 
consistently obtained using toluene. [88, 96] 
Physical properties of alkyltrichlorosilane thin films 
 Silicon wafers coated with BTCS, DTCS and OTCS retained the clean, reflective 
appearance of uncoated silicon wafers, while MTCS coated wafers appeared non-
reflective. These visual characteristics indicate that MTCS generates micrometer-scale 
roughness, while the other species generate coatings that remain smooth at the 
micrometer level. For BTCS, DTCS and OTCS, the film thickness could be determined 
accurately by ellipsometry and the results (Table 3.1) were in agreement with the visual 
observations: layer thickness was ~5 nm for all three materials. Due to the highly 
scattering, rough surface of the MTCS coated silicon wafer, the thickness of the MTCS 
film could not be determined via ellipsometry; instead, it was measured via cross-
sectional SEM imaging (Table 3.1). The alkyltrichlorosilane thin films show a complex 
relationship between film thickness and alkyl chain length. First, the MTCS thin film is 
much thicker than the other three alkyltrichlorosilane thin films, which indicates that 
“vertical polymerization” of MTCS takes place on the substrate surface and, potentially, 
in the bulk. Compared to MTCS, the thicknesses of the other three alkyltrichlorosilane 
thin films were much thinner and very similar. The thicknesses of BTCS, DTCS and 
OTCS layers were at the nanometer length scale, but exceed single-molecule dimensions. 
The difference in film thickness clearly indicates that the MTCS film has a different 





Table 3.1: Alkyltrichlorosilane film thickness and degree of oligomerization 
 
Alkyltrichlorosilane Film thickness (nm) 
MTCS ~700 
BTCS 4.9 ± 0.4 
DTCS 4.8 ± 0.3 




 To further investigate the surface morphology of different alkyltrichlorosilane 
thin films, SEM was used to characterize the samples (Figure 3.2). For silicon wafers 
coated with BTCS, DTCS and OTCS, a similar morphology was observed: a thin film 
without noticeable micro- or nanometer-scale structures. In contrast, the MTCS–coated 
silicon wafer displayed significant structure at these length scales: SEM images indicate 








   




Figure 3.2: SEM images of a) MTCS b) BTCS c) DTCS and d) OTCS thin films. Scale 
bars represent 1 μm. Complementary high magnification images (scale bars 500 nm) are 




 We attribute this observation to the high reactivity of MTCS molecules relative to 
the other materials. Because of the short hydrocarbon chain, steric hindrance effects on 
polymerization are reduced, so that MTCS can more easily polymerize in the solvent or 
react with other MTCS molecules that are already grafted onto the silicon wafer through 
a vertical polymerization process. [83, 85] Both of these polymerization processes create 
a b c 
d e f 
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MTCS BTCS DTCS 
OTCS MTCS BTCS 
DTCS OTCS 
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micro- and nanometer-scale structures on the surface, and introduce additional roughness 
on silicon surfaces. This unique morphology of MTCS film is consistent with previous 
reports [85] and has also been found on other short chain alkyltrichlorosilanes. [97] As 
the alkyl chain length increases, the reactivity of alkyltrichlorosilanes decreases due to 
greater steric hindrance. Consequently, surface coupling reactions become more 
dominant. As a result, BTCS, DTCS and OTCS films have a smaller degree of 
oligomerization and display a smooth morphology. This observation agrees well with 
film thickness measurements, and also explains why the MTCS film is much thicker than 
BTCS, DTCS and OTCS films. 
Chemical properties of alkyltrichlorosilane thin films 
 To investigate changes in surface composition as a function of alky chain length, 
XPS analysis was performed on alkyltrichlorosilane thin films. A clean silicon wafer 
without coating was used as control sample (Figure 3.3). No chlorine was observed in 
any sample, indicating the virtually complete hydrolysis of silicon-chlorine bonds to yield 
silanol groups. For the control sample, oxygen and silicon were the two major elements 
detected, as expected; the small amount of carbon on the sample surface is likely due to 
contamination from air. Si wafers coated with all four alkyltrichlorosilanes display 
significant increases in carbon atomic percentage, indicating that alkyltrichlorosilanes 
were successfully coated on these substrates. For the MTCS coated Si wafer, the O: Si 
ratio is approximately 1.2. For fully condensed trichlorosilane compounds, one would 
expect a value of 1.5 (all three oxygen atoms shared by two Si atoms). In the high 
resolution Si XPS spectrum (Figure 3.4), the Si-O peak for MTCS is clearly shifted to 
lower binding energies relative to the oxide layer of the uncoated wafer, which is 
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consistent with a lower O: Si ratio. However, XPS data did not enable us to determine the 
detailed Si bonding structures in the MTCS coating. For the other three 
alkyltrichlorosilanes, the O: Si ratio is much smaller than 1.5. This can be explained by 
the fact that the film thicknesses of BTCS, DTCS and OTCS are smaller than the 
penetration depth of XPS (typically 5-10 nm); therefore, Si from the underlying wafer is 
detected in addition to the coating layer. As a result, the silicon atomic percentage 
increases compared to the MTCS layer, where the substrate is masked by the thicker 
coating. This argument is further supported by high resolution XPS spectra on Si, where 
the Si signal from both the underlying silicon substrate and coating layer were detected 
for BTCS, DTCS and OTCS coated Si wafer, while the signal for the MTCS coated Si 
wafer originated solely from the coating material itself (Figure 3.4). Among BTCS, 
DTCS and OTCS, carbon content increases with increasing alkyl chain length, which 
agrees with molecular composition and previous literature reports. [83] Oxygen content 







Figure 3.3: Relative atomic surface concentration of carbon, oxygen and silicon based on 




Figure 3.4: High resolution XPS data for Si 2p on silicon wafers coated with 




 To further understand the surface chemistry of the different alkyltrichlorosilane 
films, ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded for uncoated silicon wafers and silicon wafers 
coated with different alkyltrichlorosilanes (Figure 3.5).  The spectrum of the silicon wafer 
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coated with MTCS shows strong peaks at 1270 cm-1, which can be assigned to Si-CH3 
bonding [98], indicating that MTCS has been successfully grafted onto the substrate 
surface. The presence of methyl groups on the substrate surface is further confirmed by 
the peak at 2950 cm-1, which is due to C-H bonding. The most significant difference 
between untreated Si wafers and MTCS coated Si wafers is the disappearance of the –OH 
peak at 3300 cm-1. The spectra of BTCS, DTCS and OTCS are similar to that of the 
MTCS coating; the main difference is that the characteristic peaks are less intense due to 
decreased film thickness and the resulting signal loss. In summary, ATR-FTIR further 
confirms that all four alkyltrichlorosilanes were successfully grafted onto silicon wafers.  
 




Wetting properties of alkyltrichlorosilane thin films 
 The characterization results presented above indicate that alkyltrichlorosilane 
coatings with different alkyl chain lengths exhibit significant differences in chemical and 
physical properties, which are expected to affect their wetting behavior. To test the 
wetting properties of different alkyltrichlorosilane films, contact angles were determined 
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for four different test fluids: water, diiodomethane, ethylene glycol and motor oil (Figure 
3.6). These fluids were carefully selected to represent a broad distribution in both surface 
tension and liquid polarity (Table 3.2). For water and diiodomethane, a decrease in 
contact angle was observed when changing from MTCS to BTCS, followed by a gradual 
increase in the contact angle with alkyl chain length. On the other hand, for ethylene 
glycol and motor oil, contact angles increased monotonically with alkyl chain length. In 
summary, on a flat substrate, the MTCS film displays the highest water contact angle, 
while OTCS shows the highest oil contact angle.  
Table 3.2: Properties of different testing fluids 
 
Testing fluid Surface tension (mN/m) Polarity 
Water 72.8 Polar 
Diidomethane 50.2 Non-polar 
Ethylene glycol 48.8 Polar 




 Since BTCS, DTCS and OTCS have smooth surface topologies, the consistent 
increase in contact angles clearly indicates a decrease in surface energy with increasing 
alkyl chain length. As alkyl chain length increases, the number of carbon atoms per 
alkyltrichlorosilane molecule increases, as well as the surface concentration of methyl 
and methylene groups, as indicated by XPS results. The higher carbon concentration 
lowers the surface energy and causes higher oil and water contact angles on Si substrates 







Figure 3.6: Water, diiodomethane, ethylene glycol and motor oil contact angles 




 As pointed out previously, the wetting behavior of the MTCS films deviates from 
this trend. The equilibrium contact angle for flat MTCS films can be estimated by 
extrapolating the data for OTCS, DTCS and BTCS to the MTCS carbon length (C1). By 
comparison, the actual MTCS contact angles on Si substrates are unexpectedly low for 
ethylene glycol and motor oil, and surprisingly high for water; these observations can be 
attributed to surface morphology. To understand the MTCS wetting behavior, it is helpful 
to examine the Wenzel (Eq. 1) [7, 8] and Cassie-Baxter models (Eq. 2) [9], which are two 
classical frameworks to describe wetting properties of roughened surfaces. Droplets in 
the Wenzel wetting state are assumed to completely penetrate into the roughened surface 
structure, so that the contact area between liquid and substrates is enhanced: 
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜃𝐴 = 𝑟 ∙ 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜃𝐸   (1) 
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 In Eq. 1, 𝜃𝐴 represents the apparent, measured contact angle; 𝜃𝐸  is the equilibrium 
contact angle, as measured on a perfectly flat surface; and r is the so-called roughness 
ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the true exposed area of the solid surface to its 
nominal area. For wetting fluids (equilibrium contact angle < 90°) roughness causes a 
decrease in apparent contact angle, while non-wetting fluids (𝜃𝐸  > 90°) in the Wenzel 
state show an increased apparent contact angle. Droplets in the Cassie-Baxter state are 
assumed to suspend on the roughness grooves, thereby creating air-pockets between 
liquid and solid and decreasing the solid-liquid contact area: 
cos 𝜃𝐴 = 𝑓𝑠 ∙ (1 + cos 𝜃𝐸) − 1  (2) 
 In equation 2, 𝑓𝑠 is the fractional liquid-solid contact area. Due to the reduced 
liquid-solid contact, droplets in the Cassie-Baxter state can display an apparent contact 
angle that is much higher than the equilibrium contact angle [99, 100]. 
 The wetting behavior of low-surface-tension fluids (motor oil and ethylene 
glycol) on MTCS films can thus be explained using the Wenzel model: due to micro- and 
nanometer-scale structures the apparent contact angles are lower than would be expected 
for a flat MTCS substrate. On the other hand, the superhydrophobic behavior of MTCS 
films can be explained using the Cassie-Baxter model: the relatively high water contact 
angle on alkyltrichlorosilane thin films enables the suspension of water droplets on the 
micro- and nanometer-scale structures, leading to trapped air pockets and an apparent 
water contact angle greater than 150° on MTCS thin films. Diiodomethane is the only 
fluid in this study that does not clearly follow these model predictions: its estimated 
extrapolated equilibrium contact angle is less than 90°, but diiodomethane does not 
exhibit a significantly lower apparent contact angle on the roughened MTCS film. We 
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have no clear explanation for this observation, but note that diiodomethane is the least 
polar fluid and displayed a larger standard deviation on MTCS than any other 
coating/liquid combination in this study, indicating that subtle surface heterogeneities 
may play a role 
 
Properties of Alkyltrichlorosilane Coated Paper 
 So far, the properties of alkyltrichlorosilanes with different alkyl chain length 
have been described on silicon wafers. Compared with silicon wafers, cellulose-based 
paper is a porous material with heterogeneous surface morphology. There are also 
significant differences between a silicon wafer and cellulose-based paper in terms of 
surface chemistry and surface water content. All of these factors can change the grafting 
process of alkyltrichlorosilanes on paper surfaces compared to silicon wafers, and hence 
affect the wetting behavior. To determine whether coated paper can display properties 
that are similar to coated silicon wafers, the same coating procedure was applied to 
fabricate alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper. An important first observation was that coated 
paper maintained both the visual appearance and mechanical flexibility of uncoated 
paper.  
Morphology of alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper 
 Surface morphologies of paper samples coated with different alkyltrichlorosilanes 
were characterized via SEM (Figure 3.7). Alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper samples 
share critical morphological features to alkyltrichlorosilane coated silicon wafers. BTCS, 
DTCS and OTCS coated paper samples largely retain the morphology of untreated paper 
without noticeable nano-scale roughness on the surface of the cellulose fibers. This 
clearly indicates that even on a porous surface with heterogeneous morphology, covalent 
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attachment is still the dominant grafting process for long chain alkyltrichlorosilanes like 
BTCS, DTCS and OTCS. On the other hand, less dense or “fluffy” nano-scale structures 
can clearly be observed on MTCS coated paper samples. At high magnification, a web-
like structure was seen wrapping around the cellulose fibers, similar to the structure 
previously observed on MTCS coated silicon wafers. The similarities in morphology 
between alkyltrichlorosilane coatings on silicon wafers and paper samples indicate that 
the grafting process is similar on different substrates, provided that reactive hydroxyl 
groups are present. This hypothesis will be further tested by chemical characterization of 














   
   
   
 
Figure 3.7: Low magnification SEM images of a) untreated paper sample and b) MTCS, 
c) BTCS, d) DTCS, and e) OTCS coated paper samples. Scale bars represent 10 μm. 
Complementary high magnification SEM images for MTCS, BTCS, DTCS and OTCS 




Chemical properties of alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper 
 To determine the surface chemistry of alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper samples, 
XPS analysis was performed on all paper samples (Figure 3.8). Si was detected on all 
coated paper samples, but not on the control sample, indicating the presence of 
alkyltrichlorosilanes. High Si concentrations on paper samples coated with MTCS further 
confirm the presence of vertical polymerization. It is worth pointing out that the Si 
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on DTCS and OTCS coated paper. This observation can be explained by the fact that 
BTCS is expected to have a higher surface coverage on coated paper samples due to its 
shorter alkyl chain and lower steric hindrance. In addition, the carbon concentration on 
coated paper surfaces increases with alkyl chain length, which is consistent with the 







Figure 3.7: Relative atomic surface concentration of carbon, oxygen and silicon based on 




 To further investigate the surface chemistry of coated paper samples, ATR-FTIR 
was also used. The spectra on the chemically heterogeneous paper samples are more 
difficult to interpret than for silicon wafers (Figure. 3.5), but the previous data greatly 
assisted with peak assignment and analysis (Figure 3.9). Unfortunately, the presence of 
Si-O-C groups, arising from the covalent attachment of alkyltrichlorosilane to cellulose, 
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cannot be detected by ATR-FTIR, because their typical position at ~1100 cm-1 was 
masked by the large and intense cellulose C-O stretching band that is centered at ~1064 
cm-1. However, the appearance of new peaks at 1270 cm-1, assigned to the Si-CH2 group, 
corroborated the presence of alkyltrichlorosilanes in all samples. The presence of 
alkyltrichlorosilane is further confirmed by two new strong absorption bands at ~2911 
cm-1 and 2844 cm-1, which are assigned to the C-H stretch of methylene groups in long 
hydrocarbon chains. Unlike the silicon substrate, due to the large number of hydroxyl 






Figure 3.9: ATR-FTIR of paper samples coated with alkyltrichlorosilanes: a) overview 





Wetting properties of alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper 
 Previous results indicate that although paper and silicon wafers are two very 
different substrates, once coated with alkyltrichlorosilane these substrates are similar in 
both surface chemistry and morphology; the key distinction between the two is the 
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porosity of paper and associated micrometer-scale roughness. Knowledge of this 
characteristic greatly facilitates the interpretation and understanding of the wetting 
behavior of coated paper substrates. Contact angles were measured on the various paper 
samples using the same set of testing fluids employed for silicon wafers (Figure 3.10). 
Due to the intrinsic micrometer-scale roughness from the underlying porous paper 
surface, water contact angles on all coated paper samples increase compared to 
alkyltrichlorosilane films on flat silicon wafers, but the trend as a function of alkyl chain 
length is similar. For BTCS, DTCS and OTCS coated samples, water contact angle 
increases monotonically with alkyl chain length. Again, these observation likely results 
from the fact that even on a heterogeneous and porous substrate, alkyltrichlorosilanes 
with longer alkyl chains have a higher carbon concentration, and therefore lower surface 
energy; this conclusion is supported by the XPS results. For MTCS coated paper samples, 
due to the hierarchical two-scale roughness from the underlying paper surface 
(micrometer-scale) and the MTCS coating itself (micro- and nanometer-scale), a 
superhydrophobic surface (i.e. water contact angle >150°) was achieved. It should be 
noted that MTCS coated paper fabricated by the current solution-based method displays a 
much higher water contact angle than previously reported MTCS coated paper fabricated 
via vapor deposition   (water contact angle ~ 130°). [81] Comparison of SEM images 
from our work to those of the prior study indicates that this difference can be attributed to 
the fact that the solution-based method generates a higher density of nano-scale structures 
than does the vapor deposition approach. According to the Wenzel equation, such an 
increase in surface roughness leads to a higher water contact angle.  
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 Oil contact angles were also measured on the paper samples. All 
alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper samples display stable diiodomethane and ethylene 
glycol contact angles, indicating moderate resistance against fluids with lower surface 
tension. However, for fluids with even lower surface tension such as motor oil, none of 
the coated samples displayed stable contact angles. This result indicates that the surface 
energy of alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper is not sufficiently low to resist wetting and 





Figure 3.10: Water, diiodomethane and ethylene glycol contact angles measured on 






 The effect of chain length on the wetting properties of different 
alkyltrichlorosilanes was studied on both non-porous and porous substrates to elucidate 
the effects of surface chemistry and topology. Four different alkyltrichlorosilanes with 
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alkyl chain lengths varying from 1 to 18 were coated onto silicon wafers and paper 
samples through a simple, one-step solution-based coating method. On both substrates, 
for BTCS, DTCS and OTCS, surface coupling is the dominant attachment process, 
resulting in nanoscopically flat films; for MTCS, on the other hand, vertical 
polymerization (intermolecular silane coupling) is the dominant process, thus creating 
thick films with micro- and nanoscale roughness.  
 Among the three alkyltrichlorosilanes that do not create roughness (BTCS, DTCS, 
OTCS), OTCS displays the lowest surface energy and highest contact angles for all four 
testing fluids: water, diiodomethane, ethylene glycol and motor oil. The micro- and 
nanometer-scale roughness on MTCS coated substrates leads to higher water contact 
angles but lower oil contact angles than may be expected by extrapolating the results 
from the other materials. Although all coated paper samples display high water contact 
angles, MTCS coated paper is the only substrate to exhibit superhydrophobicity (contact 
angle greater than 150°). All coated paper samples also display moderate resistance 
against non-polar fluids such as diiodomethane and motor oil. 
 Compared with existing methods to fabricate hydrophobic/oleophobic paper 
surfaces, alkyltrichlorosilanes do not contain fluorine and are therefore more 
environmental friendly. The entire coating process is carried out by a solution-based 
method under ambient conditions. As a result, improved compatibility with current large-
scale paper manufacturing processes relative to other coating methods such as vapor 
deposition is expected. The hydrophobicity and oil resistance is not due to overcoating of 
alkyltrichlorosilanes on paper surfaces; according to SEM images, the porosity of native 
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paper is largely retained after coating and low surface tension fluids such as motor oil and 




FABRICATION OF OLEOPHOBIC PAPER WITH TUNABLE 
HYDROPHILICITY BY TREATMENT WITH NON-FLUORINATED 
CHEMICALS 
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 Hydrophobic and amphiphobic surfaces have been studied in great depth over the 
past couple of decades for numerous potential applications. [73, 85, 101-106] Recently, 
interest has grown in surfaces that simultaneously display a more unusual combination of 
hydrophilicity and oleophobicity  for potential use in industrial applications, like 
oil/water separation membranes [21], self-cleaning surfaces [22] and anti-fog 
surfaces.[23] However, due to the intrinsic difference in surface tension between water 
and oil, fabrication of such surfaces has proven to be much more challenging than 
hydrophobic or amphiphobic surfaces.  
The wetting behavior of a liquid drop on a smooth, chemically homogeneous 
surface is governed by Young’s equation, which predicts the magnitude of the observed 
contact angle based on a force balance that includes the solid surface energy, liquid 
surface tension and adhesive forces at the solid-liquid interface. According to Young’s 
equation, on any given substrate, fluids with lower surface tension will always display 
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smaller contact angles than fluids with higher surface tension; similarly, any specific 
fluid will wet high-energy surfaces more easily than low-energy surfaces. On chemically 
homogeneous rough, structured substrates, Young’s equation must be modified (e.g. 
Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel models [7, 9]) but these trends still hold.  
 Because of the high surface tension of water (~72 mN/m), water-repellent 
surfaces are easiest to achieve; hydrophobic (static water contact angle WCA > 90o), and 
even superhydrophobic (WCA > 150o) surfaces have been successfully developed on a 
plethora of inorganic and organic materials. [37, 107-112] Because oils generally have a 
much lower surface tension than water, most hydrophobic substrates are still oleophilic. 
In order to add oleophobicity and reach amphiphobicity (i.e. oleo- and hydro-phobic), it 
is necessary to combine low surface energy coating materials with carefully engineered 
surface structures; such properties have been created on various substrates.[17, 20, 113-
115] 
 In order to overcome the limitation that oleophobic substrates are inherently 
hydrophobic, chemical heterogeneity can be used to introduce favorable interactions with 
polar liquids, while maintaining unfavorable interactions with nonpolar fluids.[44] 
Hydrophilic and oleophobic functional groups are generally interspersed along these 
types of surfaces. Chemical groups with low surface energy contribute to oleophobicity, 
while polar surface moieties can exhibit sufficiently strong interactions with water 
molecules to yield hydrophilicity. [116] This concept has been implemented with various 
coating materials, including polyelectrolyte-fluorinated surfactant complexes,[21, 49, 117] 
fluorinated polymer brushes [22, 23, 48, 49, 118], fluoroalkylated flip-flop-type silane 
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coupling agents [45], fluorinated block co-polymers [45] and blends of fluorinated and 
non-fluorinated polymers. [47]  
 The common characteristic among all existing hydrophilic and oleophobic coating 
materials is the presence of perfluorinated groups, which are associated with significant 
environmental and health concerns. [119] Currently, implementation of these materials is 
also limited by rather complicated coating methods and a fairly low degree of 
hydrophilicity that leads to slow wetting rates for water. [120] It is therefore desirable to 
identify alternatives to fluorinated materials for oleophobic/hydrophilic surfaces. One 
previously identified candidate is methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS), an organosilane with 
one methyl group and three hydrolysable methoxy substituents. Taking advantage of the 
low surface energy properties of methyl side groups [121], MTMS has been used to 
impart hydrophobicity and oleophobicity to different substrates such as glass,[122] 
nanocellulose[123], wood [124-126], cotton [127-129] and paper. [130-134] Compared to 
most fluorinated materials, MTMS has many advantages: lower environmental impact, 
commercial availability, and compatibility with aqueous processing environments. It is 
known that hydrolysis is required before MTMS can be chemically bonded to substrates 
with hydroxyl groups; the impact of this hydrolysis process on the wetting behavior of 
coated substrates has not been reported.   
 Another important limitation of prior work is that the majority of 
hydrophilic/oleophobic surfaces have been fabricated on flat, non-porous surfaces such as 
silicon wafers [135], glass slides [136] and on substrates with well-defined porous 
structures such as stainless steel meshes [21] and hollow fiber membranes. [137] Creation 
of hydrophilic and oleophobic properties on substrates with more random structures, such 
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as regular cellulose-based paper, is much less common, in spite of the many practical 
advantages of paper [44, 119]: low density, low cost, high flexibility, abundance and 
biodegradability. Paper-based products with selective wetting for oil and water would be 
highly desirable for cost-effective oil-water separation, for example. Polyelectrolyte-
fluorinated surfactant complexes have been previously utilized to create hydrophilic, 
oleophobic paper [44], but this method requires a complicated two-step process which 
inherently limits its wide application in industry and also requires use of fluorinated 
coating materials. 
 In this Chapter, a novel one-step method to fabricate paper with tunable wetting 
properties is reported and the chemical changes that impart such properties are described. 
By systematically changing the MTMS hydrolysis time prior to coating, different degrees 
of condensation were achieved, which allowed the paper surface chemistry to be 
controlled. Paper coated with these different MTMS precursor samples display water 
wetting behavior ranging from superhydrophilic (absorbs water immediately) to 
hydrophobic, while oleophobicity is maintained under all conditions. The relation 
between hydrolysis time, surface chemistry and wetting properties was interrogated using 
ATR-FTIR, XPS and 29Si NMR, both on flat silicon wafers and on porous paper 
handsheets. Fluorinated materials are not required in this process, and the intrinsic 
porosity of paper is largely retained after the coating process based on results from SEM, 
profilometry and air permeability measurements. The entire coating process is conducted 
in an aqueous environment under ambient conditions, which renders it compatible with 
current paper manufacturing processes and offers a scalable, economical and 





 For this study, northern bleached softwood Kraft fibers (NBSK) and a mixture of 
15% bleached softwood / 85% bleached hardwood fibers (co-pulp) were used to fabricate 
handsheets; these pulps have already been refined to a consistency of 3.5%.  Fabrication 
of handsheets began by mixing NBSK with the co-pulp in a 40/60 ratio based on dry 
solids. Handsheets were then formed following TAPPI standardized method T205 sp-
02,[141] in which the pulp mixture is lowered in consistency and then drained under 
gravity through a mesh screen. The wet handsheets were removed from the mesh screen 
and subsequently pressed at 50 psi. Finally, handsheets were dried overnight under 
ambient conditions on a stainless steel plate. 
 
MTMS Hydrolysis Procedure 
 Methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (deposition 
grade, > 98%). Without further purification, MTMS was mixed with 0.1 M hydrochloric 
acid (HCl, Fisher Chemicals, 37.3%) in a 4:1 v/v ratio. The mixture was then sonicated in 
an ice-bath for different lengths of time to induce hydrolysis.[134] Sonication was carried 
out using a Fisher Scientific ultrasonic cleaner (model FS20) at a power of 70 W and 
frequency of 42 kHz. 
 
MTMS Coating Procedure 
 Silicon wafers (P type 100 mm silicon wafer (100) P/E, wafer world Inc.) and 
glass slides (VWR micro cover glass, 18x18mm), which served as flat substrates for 
MTMS films, were rinsed with acetone, methanol and isopropanol (BDH, ACS grade, 
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99%). Rinsed substrates were subsequently exposed to an air plasma for 5 minutes to 
remove any solvent residues and ensure the presence of hydroxyl groups on the surface. 
Cleaned substrates were immersed in the hydrolyzed MTMS solutions for 2 minutes. 
After coating, excess liquid was removed from the surface by touching the liquid with a 
piece of tissue paper (Kimwipe, Kimberly-Clark). Coated substrates were then dried at 
ambient conditions overnight. A similar coating process was invoked for paper 
substrates. Handsheets with a size of 1.5 x 1.5 cm2 were immersed in the hydrolyzed 
MTMS solutions for 2 minutes. To prevent over-coating, residual fluids were again 
removed after coating by using tissue paper. Coated paper was also dried under ambient 
conditions overnight before performing characterizations.  
 
Contact Angle Measurements  
 All static contact angle measurements were performed by using a Rame-Hart 
automated goniometer (model 290). A 4 μL droplet of the selected fluid (DI water, 
diiodomethane (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent plus grade, 99%) and motor oil (SAE 10W-30, 
MotoTech)) was placed onto MTMS coated substrates. Contact angles were determined 
by the standard software of the goniometer (Drop Image, version 2.6.1). 
 
SEM Imaging   
 All samples subjected to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging were 
sputter coated with Au/Pd to reduce accumulation of charges during measurement. 





Surface Analysis   
 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were conducted using a 
Thermo Electron Corporation K-Alpha XPS system with a microfocused monochromatic 
Al Kα X-ray source. The spot size of the instrument is 400 μm. 
 
FTIR Analysis  
 ATR-FTIR was carried out on a Nicolet IS-50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific, Inc), operated in the ATR mode. The spectrometer was set to collect 32 scans 
at 4 cm-1 in the range from 4000 to 700 cm-1. 
 
NMR Analysis  
 29Si NMR spectra were obtained for unhydrolyzed and hydrolyzed MTMS 
solutions on a Bruker Avance III 400 NMR spectrometer using a 5 mm broadband probe 
at 79.5 MHz. The ambient temperature (294K) was fixed during measurements. 
Deuterium oxide and deuterium chloride were used in lieu of DI water and HCl to 
prepare hydrolyzed samples. To obtain the control spectrum for unhydrolyzed MTMS, 
pure MTMS was mixed with methanol at a 4:1 ratio. Spectra were averaged over 
appropriate number of scans to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. All chemical shifts were 
referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS). 
 
Air Permeability Analysis  
 Air permeability of paper samples was determined following standard TAPPI T 
460 om-02 procedure. [142] Samples with a size of 5 x 5 cm2 were placed under a 
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pressure differential of 1.22 kPa, and the time for 100 mL air to pass through paper was 
measured to determine the air permeability. 
 
Profilometry  
 Measurements were conducted using a Wyko NT3200 Optical Profilometer. 
Arithmetic averages of the surface roughness (i.e. Ra values) were analyzed using the 
Vision32 software (Veeco Instruments Inc.). Roughness was calculated according to the 
ANSI B46.1 standard. [143] 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Wetting Properties of MTMS Coated Paper  
 To investigate the effect of hydrolysis time on wetting behavior of porous 
substrates, handsheets (HSs) were coated with MTMS hydrolyzed between 0 (i.e. no 
hydrolysis) and 360 minutes. HSs are paper composed of only cellulose fiber, without 
chemical additives (e.g., fillers, brighteners). Compared to filter paper, for example, HSs 
are not designed to withstand prolonged exposure to fluids. Hydrolysis of MTMS was 
conducted in an acidic environment by mixing MTMS monomer with 0.1 M HCl at a 4:1 
ratio by volume. The mixture was then sonicated for different lengths of time to initiate 
the hydrolysis process. Sonication was used to enhance mixing and prevent gelation of 
MTMS at this high concentration; the process was conducted in an ice bath to remove 
heat generated by the exothermic hydrolysis reaction and maintain constant sample 
temperature. The mixture became less transparent after 30 minutes of hydrolysis, 
indicating formation of small particulates in the solution. To coat the sample surface, a 
HS was immersed into the MTMS mixture for 2 minutes. To prevent overcoating of 
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MTMS (i.e. closure of all the substrate pores), excessive coating solution was removed 
from the HS surface with a piece of tissue paper immediately after coating. HSs were 
then dried under ambient conditions for 12 hours, after which they maintained the visual 
appearance of ordinary paper, including flexibility. 
 The wetting properties of coated HSs were determined through contact angle 
measurements (see Table 1). Water (surface tension 72.8 mN/m), diiodomethane (50.8 
mN/m), ethylene glycol (48.0 mN/m) and motor oil (31.0 mN/m) were used as testing 
fluids that cover a wide range of fluid properties. Water and ethylene glycol are polar, 
while diiodomethane and motor oil are non-polar fluids. To evaluate the stability of oil 
contact angles, measurements were performed for 30 minutes after the droplet was placed 
on the substrate. For changes in contact angle less than 5o, the contact angle was 
considered to be stable; larger changes indicated an unstable contact angle. However, due 
to the relatively fast evaporation of water under ambient conditions, this method cannot 
be applied to evaluate the stability of the water contact angle. Instead, a dyed water 
droplet was placed on the coated paper, and its stability was evaluated by visually 
checking for signs of water absorption into the paper.  
 As shown in Table 4.1, both uncoated HSs and HSs coated with unhydrolyzed 
MTMS absorb all fluids instantly. HSs coated with MTMS after 5 minutes of hydrolysis 
display a stable diiodomethane contact angle at 75o and a stable motor oil contact angle at 
65o. However, the same sample absorbs water and ethylene glycol instantly. To our 
knowledge, this represents the first time that a hydrophilic/oleophobic surface has been 
fabricated on porous paper without the use of fluorinated materials. By further extending 
the hydrolysis time, the water repellency of coated HSs gradually increases, while oil 
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contact angles remain essentially the same. HSs coated after 60 minutes of hydrolysis still 
absorb water, but at a much slower rate, while HSs coated after 180 minutes or 360 
minutes of MTMS hydrolysis display stable water contact angles of ~90o. For ethylene 
glycol, on the other hand, all HS samples absorb the fluid, even at the longest hydrolysis 
time of 360 minutes. These results indicate that oleophobic paper with tunable 
hydrophilicity can be fabricated via a one-step coating process, using MTMS hydrolysis 
time as the controlling parameter. To explain this striking observation and determine the 
underlying mechanism, the chemistry of the MTMS solutions during the hydrolysis 
process and surface chemistry of the resulting coatings was investigated with various 
techniques, and the results of those studies are presented and discussed in the remainder 














Table 4.1: Wetting behaviors of handsheets (HSs) coated with MTMS after different 
hydrolysis times. “Absorbs” indicates instant (<3 sec) absorption of the fluid. “Unstable” 
indicates that the fluid is absorbed after some delay (>10 seconds); the number inside 
parentheses represents the contact angle immediately after the droplet was placed on 
these unstable samples.  Stable contact angles indicate that the change in contact angle is 






















Absorbs Absorbs Absorbs Absorbs Hydrophilic/ 
Oleophilic 




Absorbs 72.1±6.7o 64.4±2.1o Hydrophilic/ 
Oleophobic 
180 85.2±3.4o Absorbs 72.7±2.0o 61.2±2.5o Amphiphobic 










MTMS Hydrolysis Process  
 As shown above, MTMS hydrolysis time is a critical variable that greatly affects 
wetting properties, in particular for water.  During hydrolysis, the stepwise substitutions 
of the alkoxide ligands by hydroxyl groups produce the reactive monomers that are 
subsequently consumed in condensation reactions to form dimers and oligomers. When 
hydrolyzed MTMS is coated on a substrate surface, the oligomers form hydrogen bonds 
with the cellulose hydroxyl groups on the substrate. Finally, during drying, a permanent 
siloxane bond forms with concomitant loss of water. It is well-known that pH is an 
important parameter during the hydrolysis process; under acidic conditions, a fast 
hydrolysis reaction, followed by a slow condensation reaction, is observed. [144-147]  
 To examine the structural evolution of MTMS in both the early and late stages of 
hydrolysis, 29Si NMR spectra were obtained for unhydrolyzed monomeric MTMS, and 
after 30 minutes and 180 minutes of hydrolysis (see Figure 4.1). Samples were scanned 
256 times to ensure sufficient signal to noise ratio. Due to the long spin-lattice relaxation 
time of the silicon atoms, each spectrum took ~50 minutes to collect. Peak assignments 
were made following reports in literature. [123, 144, 145, 147] Signals with chemical 
shifts of -39.1 ppm, -47.6 pm, -57.2 ppm and -66.2 ppm can be assigned to MTMS 
monomer, dimer, linear oligomers and branched oligomers, respectively. Formation of 
cyclic species is also a common feature of MTMS hydrolysis under acidic conditions. 
Due to reduction of the Si-O-Si angle, these peaks are located further downfield relative 
to linear and branched species [145]: peaks at -56.5 ppm and -64.3 ppm are assigned to 4- 
membered ring and caged species, respectively. The disappearance of monomeric MTMS 
species after 30 minutes of hydrolysis indicates a fast process. In comparison, 
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condensation is relatively slow in the presence of acid. All forms of condensed species 
(dimers, linear oligomers and branched oligomers) are observed in MTMS hydrolyzed for 
30 minutes. As the reaction continues, condensation becomes dominant. As a result, the 
signal from MTMS dimers disappears and more branched and caged oligomers are 
observed after 180 minutes. Because MTMS dimers and linear oligomers contain more 
silanol groups than branched oligomers, when coated on substrates, MTMS hydrolyzed 
for shorter periods of time is expected to display more polar silanol groups on the surface 
than MTMS with a prolonged hydrolysis. To test the validity of this hypothesis, the 
surface chemistry of MTMS coatings with different hydrolysis times was carefully 












Figure 4.1:  29Si NMR spectra after different hydrolysis times for acid catalyzed MTMS. 
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Surface Chemistry of MTMS Coatings  
 To investigate changes in surface composition as a function of hydrolysis time, 
XPS was performed on silicon wafers coated with MTMS. A silicon wafer was chosen as 
the substrate for this study because it has a well-defined, flat surface. The effects of 
surface roughness on wetting behavior can therefore be excluded. To apply the coating on 
silicon wafers, clean wafers were immersed in hydrolyzed MTMS solutions. After 
coating, excessive fluid was removed from the substrate with tissue paper. The coating 
time was 2 minutes for all samples. A clean silicon wafer without MTMS coating was 
used as control sample. As expected, carbon, oxygen and silicon were the only three 
elements detected on all samples. To further investigate changes in surface chemistry 
with hydrolysis time, high resolution XPS spectra were also taken.  Figure 4.2 presents 
XPS spectral scans for MTMS films on silicon for different hydrolysis times. Before 
coating, Si (99.4 eV) and SiO2 (103.2 eV) are present on the surface; these two peaks are 
preserved on the surface of the sample coated with unhydrolyzed MTMS, indicating that 
unhydrolyzed MTMS cannot form a continuous thin film on silicon within 2 minutes, 
which can be attributed to the fact that pure MTMS lacks silanol groups to form covalent 
bonds with Si-OH on the substrate surface. After 180 minutes of hydrolysis, the 
elemental Si peak disappears, and new peaks are observed around 102.8 eV, which 
correspond to Si(CH3)O3/2. [148] This is strong evidence that the silicon surface is being 
fully covered by condensed MTMS species. A closer inspection of the XPS spectra 
reveals that as hydrolysis time increases, peaks around 103 eV gradually shift towards a 
lower binding energy. This shift is likely due to a change in MTMS species from dimers 
to linear polymers and branched polymers, as the condensation reaction progresses. 
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However, because of the subtle difference in XPS spectra between O-Si-O-H and O-Si-
























Figure 4.2: XPS data for Si 2p on silicon wafers coated with MTMS after different 




 To further investigate the surface chemistry on different MTMS films, ATR-FTIR 
spectra were taken on uncoated glass slides and glass slides coated with MTMS 
hydrolyzed from 0 to 360 minutes (Figure 4.3a). Glass slides were used as substrates in 
this set of experiments in lieu of silicon wafers to avoid overlap with broad Si-O-Si IR 
peaks from the underlying substrate. It is evident from Figure 3a that the spectrum for 
unhydrolyzed MTMS is similar to that of the uncoated substrate, which further confirms 
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that unhydrolyzed MTMS cannot graft onto glass slides during a short coating time. The 
spectrum for the glass slide coated with 5 minutes hydrolyzed MTMS shows strong peaks 
at 1100 cm-1, which correspond to Si-O-Si bonds [150], indicating that MTMS has been 
successfully grafted onto the substrate surface following a short hydrolysis time. The 
peaks at 1270 cm-1 and 760 cm-1 can both be assigned to Si-CH3 bonding. [98] The 
presence of methyl groups on the surface is further confirmed by the peak at 2950 cm-1, 
which is due to C-H bonding. However, due to the relatively short hydrolysis time, large 
amounts of MTMS dimers and linear oligomers are still present in the mixture. Both of 
these species contain silanol groups, resulting in peaks at 890 cm-1 and  
3300 cm-1 from Si-OH and O-H bonding, respectively. The presence of both methyl 
groups and hydroxyl groups on the substrate surface is the primary reason for the unique 
wetting properties of MTMS coated substrates, which is discussed in more detail below. 
As the hydrolysis time increases, MTMS dimers and linear polymers further react 
through condensation reactions and form branched oligomers. Consequently, peaks at 
890 cm-1 and 3300 cm-1 gradually reduce in intensity, while the peaks corresponding to 
Si-O-Si and Si-CH3 are preserved after prolonged hydrolysis. This result clearly proves 
that the concentration of hydroxyl groups on the substrate surface can be controlled by 
changing hydrolysis time of MTMS in an acidic environment. MTMS solutions with 
short hydrolysis time contain more dimers and linear oligomers, and are therefore rich in 
hydroxyl groups. As the condensation reaction continues, more branched oligomers are 
generated in the MTMS solution; as a result, hydroxyl groups on the substrate surface 
also gradually disappear. 
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 In addition to the glass slides, the surface chemistry of uncoated and coated paper 
HSs was also characterized using ATR-FTIR (see Figure 4.3b). Although the spectra on 
the chemically more heterogeneous HS are more difficult to interpret, the data in Figure 
4.3a greatly assist with peak assignment and analysis. It is clear that HSs coated with 
unhydrolyzed MTMS display a similar spectrum to that of the uncoated HS, again 
confirming the low surface reactivity of unhydrolyzed MTMS. Peaks corresponding to 
the Si-CH3 bond (1270 cm-1, 760 cm-1) and methyl group (2950 cm-1) are evident in the 
spectrum for HSs coated after 5 minutes or 180 minutes of MTMS hydrolysis. This result 
indicates that despite the rough surface of the porous HS, MTMS can successfully graft 
to hydroxyl groups on the HS surface following a short hydrolysis time. However, due to 
the large number of hydroxyl groups on native cellulose fibers, all samples display peaks 
at 3300 cm-1. As a result, unlike the glass substrates, the density of hydroxyl groups on 


















































Figure 4.3: ATR-FTIR of (a) MTMS coated glass slides and (b) MTMS coated HSs after 




Wetting Properties of MTMS Films 
 Both surface chemistry and surface morphology can affect the wetting properties. 
To isolate the effects of surface chemistry, contact angles (CA) were measured on silicon 
wafers coated with MTMS after different hydrolysis times. The wetting behavior of 
MTMS films is summarized in Figure 4.4. Before coating, cleaned glass sides have a 
diiodomethane CA of 40.4o± 0.6o and a motor oil CA of 20.1o±2.3o. For silicon wafers 
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coated with unhydrolyzed MTMS, an increase in both diiodomethane and motor oil 
contact angles was observed. According to our NMR and FTIR data, this phenomenon is 
likely due to small amounts of unhydrolyzed MTMS monomer physisorbed onto the 
substrate. The introduction of methyl groups imparts oleophobicity to the surface due to 
their low surface energy. [121] For wafers coated with 5 minutes hydrolyzed MTMS, the 
diiodomethane and –most notably- motor oil contact angles increase further. Based on 
our previous ATR-FTIR observations, this result is due to the presence of a high 
concentration of methyl groups grafted to the substrate. Further increasing the hydrolysis 
time has little effect on the contact angles of non-polar fluids, indicating that the density 
of methyl groups on the surface does not change significantly with prolonged hydrolysis 
time.  
 Compared to non-polar fluids, water shows a very different wetting behavior as a 
function of MTMS hydrolysis time. The stability of the water contact angle was 
evaluated by observing the spreading dynamics of water droplets during the contact angle 
measurements. On the uncoated silicon wafer, due to the high density of hydroxyl groups 
on the surface, water wets the surface completely in less than 5 seconds (i.e. zero degree 
contact angle). For silicon wafers coated with unhydrolyzed MTMS, a stable water 
contact angle of 58.5o was observed, again indicating the presence of physisorbed 
unhydrolyzed MTMS. However, complete wetting was observed on silicon wafers coated 
with MTMS hydrolyzed for 5 minutes. Because less than 5 seconds elapsed before water 
completely spread on the surface, a 0o water contact angle is reported here. It should be 
pointed out that for other, fluorinated hydrophilic/oleophobic materials, it usually 
requires minutes before water contact angles drop to less than 20o, while in our case 
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water wets the coated surface almost immediately. [45, 151, 152] Our NMR and ATR-
FTIR results suggest that the hydrophilic behavior of the substrate coated with MTMS 
after a short hydrolysis time is due to the abundance of polar hydroxyl groups in 
hydrolyzed, but not fully condensed MTMS dimers or linear oligomers in the mixture. 
When coated on a silicon wafer, both methyl groups and hydroxyl groups are present on 
the substrate surface, as indicated by ATR-FTIR spectra. The contact angle of non-polar 
fluids is largely determined by the density of non-polar methyl groups on the substrate 
surface. On the other hand, water is very sensitive to the presence of hydroxyl groups. As 
our previous analysis indicates, as hydrolysis time increases, the condensation reaction 
becomes dominant, and the concentration of silanol groups slowly decreases. Indeed, for 
substrates coated with MTMS after 60 minutes hydrolysis, a much slower water wetting 
behavior was observed. For MTMS hydrolyzed for more than 180 minutes, stable water 
contact angles were found. As summarized in Figure 4.4, by tuning hydrolysis time, 
MTMS coated surfaces can be fabricated on a non-porous substrate with controlled 




Figure 4.4: Contact angle measurement of water, diiodomethane and motor oil on silicon 




 To further illustrate the point that wetting on a MTMS coated substrate is not 
solely determined by surface energy, but also highly dependent on the polarity of fluids, 
ethylene glycol contact angles were measured on different samples. Ethylene glycol has a 
surface tension similar to that of diiodomethane, but it displays a completely different 
wetting behavior on MTMS coated silicon wafers. As is evident in Figure 4.5, ethylene 
glycol displays a wetting behavior that is similar to water. Because ethylene glycol has a 
much lower vapor pressure than water, it is possible to monitor changes in contact angle 
for 30 minutes without evaporation effects. An uncoated silicon wafer displays a 0o 
ethylene glycol contact angle. A stable ethylene glycol contact angle of 46o is observed 
on silicon wafers coated with unhydrolyzed MTMS. The contact angle is lower than that 
of water because ethylene glycol has a lower surface tension. For silicon wafers coated 
with hydrolyzed MTMS, a similar trend was observed as that for water: with an increase 
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in hydrolysis time, the resistance against wetting also increases. The main difference 
between water and ethylene glycol is that due to the lower surface tension of ethylene 
glycol, all samples display a lower wetting resistance against ethylene glycol than water; 







































Figure 4.5: Contact angle measurements of ethylene glycol on silicon wafers coated with 














Properties of MTMS Coated Paper  
 Based on the wetting properties and surface chemistry of MTMS thin films on flat 
substrates, the remarkable wetting properties of MTMS-coated paper HSs (Table 1) can 
now be explained. On a porous substrate, unhydrolyzed MTMS cannot form a coating 
that is sufficiently dense to support non-polar fluids; as a result, both uncoated HSs and 
HSs coated with unhydrolyzed MTMS display oleophilicity. The increased density of 
methyl groups after 5 minutes of hydrolysis imparts oil resistance to the paper. Similar to 
the wetting behavior of MTMS films on flat substrates, a further increase in hydrolysis 
time has no significant effect on oil contact angles. To determine if coated HSs can 
display prolonged oil resistance, a droplet of motor oil, which has a much lower surface 
tension than diiodomethane, was monitored over 12 hours (see Figure 4.6a). No oil stains 
were observed on the paper after 12 hours and the change in contact angle was less than 
5o. In fact, we have observed that droplets of motor oil can remain on HSs coated with 
hydrolyzed MTMS for several weeks without any signs of absorption.  
 The wetting behavior of polar fluids on MTMS coated HSs is also similar to 
silicon wafers (see Figure 4.6b). The hydrophilicity of HSs coated with unhydrolyzed 
MTMS is likely due to low grafting density. Due to the high concentration of hydroxyl 
groups, HSs coated with MTMS after 5 minutes hydrolysis absorbed water instantly. As 
the hydrolysis time increases, the concentration of silanol groups decreases. 
Consequently, HSs coated by MTMS after a prolonged hydrolysis time display higher 
resistance toward water.  Analogous to the wetting properties of MTMS films on flat 
silicon wafers, none of the coated HS samples show resistance towards ethylene glycol 
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wetting. In fact, all coated HSs absorb ethylene glycol at a much faster rate than its 
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Figure 4.6: Contact angle measurements of (a) motor oil and (b) water on HSs coated 









 In previous studies, liquid-repellent paper was fabricated by applying a pore-free 
barrier coating on top of the fiber surface. [69, 119, 153-156] The obvious disadvantage 
of this approach is the loss of intrinsic flexibility and air permeability. In the current 
study, overcoating was prevented by reducing the coating time to 2 minutes and 
removing excessive MTMS immediately after coating. To study the morphology of 
coated HSs, SEM and optical profilometry were used to characterize different samples 
(see Figure 4.7). At low magnification, the SEM images do not reveal a significant 
difference between coated and uncoated HSs: the porosity of uncoated paper is largely 
retained for MTMS coated HS. However, at high magnification, a thin coating layer can 
clearly be seen around each individual fiber for MTMS coated HSs. To study the 
topology before and after coating in more detail, roughness profiles were measured with 
an optical profilometer. Again, the difference between uncoated and coated HSs appears 
to be minimal, and all samples show similar micron-scale roughness. To further confirm 
the retention of sample porosity after coating, a droplet of dyed methanol was placed on 
each sample. With its much lower surface tension (22.5 mN/m), methanol immediately 
penetrated through all treated papers, leaving stains on paper substrates placed beneath 
the test paper, thus confirming that no continuous film has been formed on the coated 





Figure 4.7:  Low magnification SEM images of uncoated HSs, HSs coated with 5 min 
hydrolyzed MTMS and HSs coated with 180 min hydrolyzed MTMS are shown in (a-c), 
demonstrating that the porosity of native paper is largely retained after coating. 
Complementary high magnification SEM images are presented in (d-f). Profilometer 




 To quantitatively determine any changes in air permeability after coating, Gurley 
air permeability tests were conducted according to TAPPI T-460 procedure on MTMS 
coated paper (see Table 4.2). The Gurley air permeability test is a common method used 
in the paper industry to evaluate air permeability of coated paper; it measures the time for 
100 mL of air to pass through the paper under a pressure differential of 1.22 kPa. A 
decrease in air permeability was observed for samples coated with hydrolyzed MTMS, 
likely because the MTMS coatings partly cover small pores in the fibrous network, 
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resulting in lower porosity. However, it should be noted that a factor 6 increase in flow 
time is actually quite low compared to other fluid-repellent paper substrates with barrier 
coatings, which typically show decreased air permeability by factors of 100 to 





Table 4.2: Air permeability of HS coated with MTMS after different times 
 














 We have developed a facile, one-step solution coating method to fabricate 
oleophobic paper substrates with tunable hydrophilicity using non-fluorinated coating 
material.  The coating material was easily prepared by mixing pure 
methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid at a 4:1 ratio, followed by 
sonication in an ice bath. The hydrophilicity of MTMS coatings can be tuned by simply 
adjusting hydrolysis time. Results from 29Si NMR and ATR-FTIR provide evidence that 
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the change in hydrophilicity is caused by varying concentrations of polar silanol groups 
on the substrate surface. Consequently, coated surfaces display wetting behaviors ranging 
from hydrophilic/ oleophobic to amphiphobic as a function of hydrolysis time.  
Compared with existing hydrophilic/ oleophobic surfaces, which are commonly 
fabricated on well-defined, flat substrates, MTMS coatings can easily be applied on more 
heterogeneous, porous substrates such as paper. Moreover, this material does not contain 
fluorine and is therefore more environmental friendly than those previously reported. The 
porous structure of paper is also largely retained after coating, which improves flexibility 
and air permeability relative to that of other grease-proof papers. The MTMS coating 
process is carried out in an aqueous environment under ambient conditions at a relatively 
fast rate.  As a result, it is compatible with current large-scale paper manufacturing 
processes. Development of hydrophilic/oleophobic paper surfaces will facilitate 
important applications such as oil/water separation; further studies are underway to 
explore this in more detail. The amphiphobic paper has potential applications as 
packaging materials that can repel both aqueous and oily fluids, as a self-cleaning 
material, and as a material for disposable labware. This work also indicates that MTMS 
can be employed to functionalize other hydroxyl-group-rich surfaces. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FABRICATION OF AMPHIPHOBIC SOFTWOOD AND 
HARDWOOD BY TREATMENT WITH NON-FLUORINATED 
CHEMICALS 
 
Material from this chapter was submitted for publication in Wood Science and 




 Wood, a naturally occurring polymer composite composed of cellulose, 
hemicellulose, lignin, and extractives, is the most versatile and widely used structural 
engineering material for indoor and outdoor applications. [157-159] Compared with 
synthetic materials, wood has an impressive range of attractive qualities, such as aesthetic 
appeal [160], low density [159], low thermal expansion [161], desirable mechanical 
strength [162-164] and world-wide availability. However, due to its intrinsic 
hydrophilicity and oleophilicity, unprotected wood is susceptible to dimensional 
instability [165], weathering [166-168], and biological degradation. [169-171] In recent 
years, growth of the wood products industry has been fueled by a significant expansion in 
the use of wood in outdoor applications. As a result, there is an evident need for 
enhancing the resistance of wood to weathering and natural degradation, increasing its 
durability as a substrate and extending the service life of wood. [172-174] One approach 
to improve durability is to reduce water absorption and oil contamination on the wood 
surface. [175] 
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 Over the years, various methods have been developed to impart wood with 
controlled wetting properties, such as acetylation [176], silylation [124], covalent grafting 
of polymers [165], plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [177-179] and 
mild pyrolysis under an inert atmosphere. [180] The majority of these methods are used 
to impart only hydrophobicity to wood samples. [181-184] Compared with hydrophobic 
surfaces, fabrication of oleophobic surfaces has proven to be much more challenging. 
This is because non-polar liquids possess much lower surface tension than water, and 
therefore oil repellent surfaces require even lower surface energies than hydrophobic 
surfaces. [185] Another common characteristic among existing methods is the presence 
of fluorinated materials [178, 186], which are believed to be associated with significant 
environmental and health concerns. [187] Implementation of these materials is also 
limited by complicated coating methods and high cost. It is therefore desirable to identify 
alternatives to fluorinated materials as coating materials for wood. However, reports of 
facile approaches to fabricate wood with improved water and oil repellency using non-
fluorinated coating materials are limited, and the existing literature focuses on water 
repellency. 
 Methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) is an organosilane species with one methyl 
group and three hydrolysable methoxy substituents. Taking advantage of the low surface 
energy properties of methyl side groups, MTMS has been used to impart hydrophobicity 
to different substrates such glass [188], nanocellulose [123], cotton [127], paper [130] 
and wood. [124-126] Compared to most fluorinated materials, MTMS has many 
advantages: lower environmental impact, commercial availability, and good compatibility 
with aqueous processing environments. It is known that a pre-hydrolysis step is required 
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before MTMS can be chemically bonded to substrates by forming covalent bonds with 
surface hydroxyl groups. In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that pre-hydrolyzed MTMS can 
be successfully coated on paper substrates utilizing the abundant surface hydroxyl groups 
on cellulose. By carefully controlling the pre-hydrolysis time, coated paper samples were 
created that display amphiphobicity, repelling both oil and water.[82] Because cellulose 
is also a major component of wood, it is reasonable to assume that amphiphobic wood 
can also be fabricated using MTMS.  
 However, unlike paper, which is almost entirely composed of cellulose, wood 
contains many other substances, including lignin as the second major component. [189] 
As a result, the concentration of hydroxyl groups on wood surfaces is much lower than on 
paper. The low concentration of surface hydroxyl groups will lead to a less efficient 
coating process for MTMS. A pre-treatment is therefore required to modify the wood 
surface chemistry before the coating process. Plasmas have been widely used to modify 
the surface chemistry of materials. Cold plasma treatments can induce physical and 
chemical changes to depths of a few micrometers without changing the bulk 
properties.[179] Cold oxygen plasmas have been previously employed to improve wood 
surface properties. It has been reported that oxygen plasma treated wood samples display 
higher surface polarity due to the formation of hydroxyl, carboxyl, aldehyde and other 
polar functional groups. [190-195] The increase in surface hydroxyl groups provides 
additional potential binding sites for pre-hydrolyzed MTMS. The increased surface 
polarity could also improve wettability on and penetration into the wood by an aqueous 
coating fluid. Compared with other chemical treatments, which are often costly and can 
result in leaching of toxic materials into the environment, plasma treatment offers 
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advantages such as more environmentally friendly reaction sequences and short 
processing times.   
 In this Chapter, a novel facile method to fabricate amphiphobic wood surfaces by 
using MTMS as a coating material is reported. The study was conducted on both 
hardwood and softwood to demonstrate wide applicability. Wood samples were treated 
with a cold oxygen plasma for a short amount of time before coating in order to activate 
the surface. After plasma treatment, wood samples were coated with pre-hydrolyzed 
MTMS following a solution-based method. For both hardwood and softwood, coated 
samples displayed hydrophobicity and prolonged resistance against oils. The surface 
chemistry was interrogated using ATR-FTIR and XPS. Fluorinated materials are not 
required in this process and the intrinsic appearance and roughness of wood was largely 
retained after the coating process. The entire coating process was conducted in an 
aqueous environment under ambient conditions, which offers a scalable, economical and 





 Hardwood (Golden chinkapin, Castanopsis chrysophylla) and softwood (southern 
yellow pine) sliced veneer wood specimens were obtained from the Department of 
Natural Resource Ecology and Management at Iowa State University. The specimens 
were cut into thin slices of 50 mm x 15 mm x 0.8 mm and 15 mm x 15 mm x 1.0 mm, 
respectively, along the radial direction of the log. Before treatment, all samples were 
sanded with 120 grit sandpaper and cleaned with a nitrogen gas jet to eliminate 
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particulate residue from the wood surfaces. The purpose of sanding is to eliminate surface 
contamination as well as to create uniform, reproducible roughness on the wood surface. 
Silicon wafers (P type 100 mm silicon wafers (100) P/E; Wafer World Inc.), which 
served as flat control substrates for MTMS films, were rinsed with acetone, methanol, 
isopropanol (BDH, ACS grade, 99%) and then dried using nitrogen gas.  
Methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) was used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (deposition 
grade, ≥ 98%). Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was obtained from Fisher Chemicals. Oxygen 
(ultra-pure carrier grade, 99.996%) was purchased from Airgas Inc.  
 
Oxygen Plasma Activation 
 A 2.5-inch parallel-plate rf (13.56 MHz) plasma reactor (Kurt J. Lesker, Jefferson 
Hills, PA) was used to activate sample surfaces prior to coating. Wood and silicon wafer 
samples were placed on the bottom grounded electrode and heated to 110oC for all 
experiments using Omegalux CSH-101120 cartridge heaters (Omega Engineering Inc., 
Stamford, CT) and monitored by a platen temperature controller (Tek-Vac Industries Inc., 
Brentwood, NY). More detailed information about this reactor can be found elsewhere 
[38]. Before the surface activation treatment, the reactor system was evacuated to a base 
pressure of ~ 1.0 x 10-2 Torr. Oxygen plasma activation was performed at a working 
pressure of 0.5 Torr and an oxygen flow rate of 20 SCCM for 2 minutes. The applied rf 
power during activation was 120 W. After activation, the reactor system was back-filled 
to atmospheric pressure with nitrogen gas; samples were then removed from the reactor 




MTMS Hydrolysis Procedure 
 Hydrolysis of MTMS was performed by mixing MTMS with 0.1 M hydrochloric 
acid in a 4:1 v/v ratio. The mixture was then sonicated in an ice-bath for different lengths 
of time to induce hydrolysis. Sonication was carried out using a Fisher Scientific 
ultrasonic cleaner (model FS 20) at a power of 70 W and frequency of 42 kHz.  
 
MTMS Coating Procedure 
 Activated silicon wafers were immersed in the hydrolyzed MTMS solutions for 2 
minutes. After coating, excess liquid was removed from the surface by touching the 
liquid with a piece of tissue paper (Kimwipe, Kimberly-Clark). Coated silicon wafers 
were then dried at ambient conditions overnight. A similar coating process was invoked 
for wood substrates. To ensure high coverage of coating material, the coating time was 
varied from 5 min to 60 minutes. To prevent over-coating, residual fluids were again 
removed by using tissue paper. Coated wood samples were also dried under ambient 
conditions overnight before material characterization. 
 
SEM Imaging 
 All samples subjected to scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging were 
sputter coated with Au/Pd to reduce charge accumulation during measurements. Images 
were taken with a Hitachi Su8230 SEM at an acceleration voltage of 5.0 keV. 
 
Profilometry 
 Measurements were conducted using a LEXT OLS4100 Laser Scanning Confocal 
Microscope (LSCM) profilometer (Olympus Co., Japan) with a laser wavelength of 405 
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nm, a 20x objective and a scan area of 643 μm × 643 μm. Arithmetic averages of the 
surface roughness (i.e. Ra values) were analyzed using the OLS4100 software (version 
3.1.5.9). 
Contact Angle Measurements 
 All static contact angle measurements were performed with a Ramé-hart 
automated goniometer (Model 290). A 4 μL droplet of the selected fluid (DI water, 
diiodomethane (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent plus grade, 99%) and motor oil (SAE 10W-30, 
MotoTech)) was placed onto MTMS coated substrates. Photographic images of the liquid 
drop shape on the wood surface perpendicular to the grain direction were captured. 
Contact angles were determined from these images via the standard goniometer software 
(Drop Image, version 2.6.1). 
 
Surface Analysis 
 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were conducted using a 
Thermo Electron Corporation K-Alpha XPS system with a microfocused monochromatic 
Al Kα X-ray source. The spot size of the instrument is 400 μm. 
 
FTIR Analysis 
 ATR-FTIR was carried out on a Nicolet IS-50 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific), operated in the ATR mode. The spectrometer was set to collect 32 scans at 4 




5.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Effect of Oxygen Plasma Activation 
 During the pre-hydrolysis step, alkoxide ligands of MTMS molecules are 
substituted with hydroxyl groups, producing the reactive monomers. The reactive 
monomers are subsequently consumed in condensation reactions to form dimers and 
oligomers. [82] When pre-hydrolyzed MTMS is coated onto the wood surface, oligomers 
can form hydrogen bonds with the cellulose hydroxyl groups on the wood. Finally, 
during drying, a permanent siloxane bond forms with loss of water. To increase the 
surface concentration of hydroxyl groups and enhance the adhesion between pre-
hydrolyzed MTMS and wood, an oxygen plasma surface activation step was conducted. 
 XPS was performed to investigate changes in surface composition before and 
after the oxygen plasma treatment (Table 5.1). Carbon and oxygen are the only two 
elements detected on all samples, both before and after treatment. After oxygen plasma 












Table 5.1: XPS analysis of wood samples before and after oxygen plasma treatment 
Wood sample C% O% O/C 
Untreated hardwood 78.7 21.3 0.27 
Treated hardwood 63.4 36.5 0.58 
Untreated softwood 81.7 18.3 0.22 




 The high-resolution C1s spectra offer more detailed information about the change 
in surface chemistry before and after plasma treatment. Figure 5.1a shows the C1s signal 
originating from untreated softwood. The resolved signal shows three peaks, which 
correspond to carbons in three different oxidation states: C-C or C-H peak at 284.8 eV, 
C-O peak at 286.5 eV, and O-C-O or C=O peak at 287.8 eV. According to peak 
deconvolution, unoxidized carbon has the highest concentration on an untreated softwood 
surface (64.8%), followed by carbon with one oxygen bond (22.6%) and carbon with two 
oxygen bonds (12.6%). Due to oxidation of the wood surface during oxygen plasma 
treatment, the distribution of carbon species shifts significantly after plasma activation 
(Figure 5.1b): the concentrations of carbons with one and two oxygen bonds increase 
significantly (C-O: 47.6%; O-C-O/C=O: 25.9%). In contrast, the concentration of 
unoxidized carbon falls to less than half of its original value (26.5%). This change in C1s 
spectra indicates that wood exposed to an oxygen plasma displays more polar groups than 
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untreated wood. These additional polar groups can provide more binding sites for the 






Figure 5.1: High resolution C1s spectra of a) untreated and b) oxygen plasma activated 





 In addition to surface chemistry modifications, long term exposure to an oxygen 
plasma can also increase surface roughness due to selective etching of the amorphous 
part of the cellulose. [179] To exclude the effects of surface roughness changes on 
wetting behavior, treatment time was limited to 2 minutes. To confirm that plasma 
activation does not modify the surface morphology, surface roughness of both hardwood 
and softwood were measured before and after treatment by using LSCM profilometry 
(Table 5.2). No statistically significant differences were observed between the various 
samples, which indicate that the brief plasma treatment only modifies the surface 
chemistry of wood samples.  
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Table 5.2:  Arithmetic surface roughness of softwood and hardwood samples before and 
after oxygen plasma treatment 
 
Samples Arithmetic surface roughness (μm) 
Untreated softwood 5.1±1.8 
Plasma treated softwood 7.2±1.5 
Untreated hardwood 4.7±0.4 




Characterization of MTMS Coated Wood Samples 
 After plasma treatment, both hardwood and softwood samples were coated with 
pre-hydrolyzed MTMS. Sonication was used during hydrolysis to enhance mixing and 
prevent gelation of MTMS; the process was conducted in an ice bath to remove heat 
generated by the exothermic hydrolysis reaction and maintain a constant temperature 
during the process. The hydrolysis time was maintained at 180 minutes in this study. 
During pre-hydrolysis, the stepwise reaction of the methoxide groups to hydroxyl groups 
produces the reactive monomers that are subsequently consumed in condensation 
reactions to form dimers and oligomers. Activated softwood and hardwood samples were 
then immersed in pre-hydrolyzed MTMS for 30 minutes.  
 To investigate changes in surface composition, XPS was performed on coated 
softwood and hardwood samples (Table 5.3). As expected, carbon, oxygen and silicon 
were the only three elements detected on all samples. Silicon was detected on both coated 
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softwood and hardwood samples, indicating that pre-hydrolyzed MTMS was successfully 
coated on wood surfaces. A high resolution XPS spectrum of C1s of coated softwood is 
also shown (Figure 5.2). The peak due to C-C or C-H at 284.8 eV is the primary signal 
detected for this sample, which is strong evidence that the polar functional groups on the 





Table 5.3: XPS analysis of coated softwood and hardwood samples 
 C% O% Si% 
Coated softwood 31.7 37.6 30.7 















 To further understand the surface chemistry of MTMS coated wood samples, 
ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded for untreated wood samples, plasma activated wood 
samples and MTMS coated wood samples (Figure5.3). Because plasma treatment only 
modifies functional groups at the very surface of wood samples and because ATRR-FTIR 
is not particularly surface sensitive, the change in surface chemistry before and after 
plasma activation is not evident in the FTIR spectra. On the other hand, the spectra for 
both softwood and hardwood coated with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS show strong peaks at 
1270 cm-1 and 760 cm-1, which correspond to Si-CH3 bonds, indicating that MTMS has 
been successfully grafted onto the substrate. The small peak at 890 cm-1 is assigned to 
silanol groups, which indicates that some MTMS oligomers coated on the wood were not 
yet fully condensed. This observation will be discussed in more detail in subsequent 
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sections. Due to the high concentration of hydroxyl groups on native cellulose fibers and 






Figure 5.3: ATR-FTIR spectra of untreated, plasma activated and MTMS coated  




The morphology of the coated wood samples was investigated using SEM (Figure 
5.4). These images indicate that the wood intrinsic roughness was not fully removed by 
the coating solution. Wood has a natural capacity for exchanging air and moisture with 
the outside environment by means of dimensional changes in response to changes in the 
relative humidity of the atmosphere. A suitable coating should not prevent this natural 
exchange with the environment. [196] To maintain the air permeability and also the 
visual appearance of wood veneer, any residual coating solution was removed 
immediately after coating by pressing the coated wood against tissue paper. At lower 
magnification, SEM images of both coated hardwood and softwood indicate that the 
wood’s naturally occurring pores were not completely sealed by MTMS; the coated wood 
will therefore maintain at least part of its permeability. This observation is further 
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supported by the fact that some low surface tension fluids such as methanol can easily 
penetrate through the coated wood softwood and hardwood. Higher magnification images 
clearly reveal thin coating layers on the coated samples, which further confirms the 
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Figure 5.4: Low magnification SEM images of uncoated softwood (a), MTMS coated 
softwood (b), uncoated hardwood (c) and MTMS coated hardwood (d); complementary 
high magnification SEM images are presented in e-h. Scale bars represent 100 μm (top 




Wetting Properties of MTMS Coated Wood 
 The characterization results presented above indicate that pre-hydrolyzed MTMS 
has been successfully coated on both softwood and hardwood. To test the wetting 
properties of coated wood samples, contact angles were determined for three different 
test fluids: water, diiodomethane and motor oil. These fluids were selected to represent a 
broad distribution in both surface tension and fluid polarity (Table 5.4). Untreated 
samples and plasma activated samples without coating were used as control samples in 
a b c d 
e f g h 
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this study. To highlight the importance of plasma activation, pre-hydrolyzed MTMS was 
also coated on inactivated wood samples following the same coating procedure (Figures 
5.5 and 5.6).  
 As expected, untreated wood samples absorb water and oil immediately. Due to 
the increase in surface energy after plasma treatment, plasma activated wood samples 
also displays hydrophilicity and oleophilicity. For plasma activated and MTMS coated 
wood samples, stable water and oil contact angles were observed on both hardwood and 
softwood samples. This result suggests that the MTMS coating successfully imparts both 
hydrophobicity and oleophobicity to different wood samples. To our knowledge, this 
represents the first time that an amphiphobic surface has been reported on both hardwood 
and softwood samples without the use of fluorinated materials. The slight discrepancy in 
contact angle values between MTMS coated hardwood and softwood samples is probably 
due to the slight morphological differences between softwood and hardwood; surface 
topology plays a key role in wetting processes. This observation further confirms that 
MTMS coating does not overcoat the intrinsic wood surface structure. The intrinsic 
morphological heterogeneity of wood also causes relatively large standard deviations in 
contact angle measurements.  
 To determine the effect of plasma activation, contact angles of different fluids 
were also determined on MTMS coated wood samples without plasma activation. These 
samples show very different wetting behavior compared to activated samples. For both 
hardwood and softwood, coated samples display resistance against diiodomethane and 
motor oil, indicating oleophobicity; however, both samples slowly absorb water, 
indicating hydrophilicity. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that inactivated 
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wood samples possess insufficient surface hydroxyl groups to react with silanol groups 
from pre-hydrolyzed MTMS oligomers. As a result, along with methyl groups, some 
unreacted silanol groups from MTMS oligomers remain present on the surface. While 
methyl groups can impart oleophobicity to wood surfaces due to their low-surface-energy 
characteristics, water is very sensitive to the presence of polar silanol groups. This leads 
to the unique hydrophilic/oleophobic behavior of MTMS coated wood samples without 
plasma activation. On the other hand, for plasma activated wood samples, there are 
sufficient surface hydroxyl groups to react with silanol groups to form siloxane bonds. 
Consequently, only methyl groups are display on the coated wood surface, and these 




Table 5.4: Properties of different testing fluids 
Testing fluid Surface tension (mN/m) Polarity 
Water 72.8 Polar 
Ethylene glycol 48.8 Polar 







Figure 5.5: Wetting behavior of untreated softwood, plasma activated softwood, plasma 
activated softwood coated with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS and non-activated softwood 
coated with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS. For MTMS coated softwood samples, stable oil 











Figure 5.6: Wetting behavior of untreated hardwood, plasma activated hardwood, plasma 
activated hardwood coated with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS and non-activated hardwood 
coated with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS. For MTMS coated hardwood samples, stable oil 
contact angles were observed for at least 12 hours, the longest duration of our continuous 




 One common concern about oleophobic surfaces is the long-term resistance 
against fluids with low surface tension. To determine if coated wood samples can display 
prolonged oil resistance, a droplet of motor oil, which has a much lower surface tension 
than diiodomethane, was monitored over 12 hours on MTMS coated, plasma activated 
hardwood and softwood samples (Figure 5.7). The oil droplets were dyed with red 
coloring for better visual comparison; in particular, fluid absorption is difficult to detect 
without coloring. In these experiments, no oil stains were observed on the wood sample 
after 12 hours and the change in contact angle was less than 5o. Although the longest in 
situ monitoring experiment in the goniometer lasted 12 hours, qualitative ex situ 
experiments have shown that droplets of motor oil can remain on MTMS coated wood 







Figure5.7: Contact angle measurement of motor oil on activated hardwood and softwood 




Effect of Pre-Hydrolysis Time 
 As we discussed in the previous section, pre-hydrolysis is a critical step for 
MTMS coating because it produces essential reactive MTMS dimers and oligomers for 
the subsequent grafting process by forming siloxane bonds with the hydroxyl groups on 
the wood surface. To examine the effect of pre-hydrolysis time on wetting properties of 
MTMS coated wood samples, MTMS pre-hydrolysis time was shortened to 5 minutes 
from 180 minutes, and then coated on both hardwood and softwood samples. All samples 
were plasma activated before coating in this study. Wetting properties were determined 
on both samples by using the same set of testing fluids (Table 5). For both hardwood and 
softwood, samples coated with 5 minutes pre-hydrolyzed MTMS absorbed water 
instantly, but displayed stable diiodomethane and motor oil contact angles, indicating that 
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pre-hydrolysis time has a significant effect on the wetting properties of MTMS coated 
wood samples.  
 It has been shown that the condensation reaction between MTMS dimers and 
oligomers is slow in acidic environments. As a result, MTMS solutions that are pre-
hydrolyzed for short times contain more MTMS dimers and linear oligomers. [82] As the 
pre-hydrolysis time increases, MTMS dimers and linear oligomers slowly react with each 
other to form branched oligomers. Since MTMS dimers and linear oligomers contain 
more silanol groups than do branched oligomers, MTMS pre-hydrolyzed for short times 
has higher silanol concentration. Consequently, when applied to substrates, wood 
samples coated with MTMS after shorter pre-hydrolysis times have more polar silanol 
groups on their surface than after longer pre-hydrolysis times. The presence of polar 
(hydroxyl) and non-polar (methyl) groups leads to the unique hydrophilic and oleophobic 
behavior. A detailed discussion concerning this phenomenon can be found elsewhere for 











Table 5.5: Wetting behavior of plasma activated softwood and hardwood coated with 
MTMS hydrolyzed for 5 minutes 
 
Samples Water Diiodomethane Motor oil 
Softwood Absorbs 86.3±5.3° 62.4±3.8° 






 This study has demonstrated a facile, one-step solution coating method to 
fabricate amphiphobic wood, as well as wood that selectively absorbs water while 
repelling oil. The coating material was easily prepared by mixing pure 
methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid at a 4:1 ratio, followed by 
sonication in an ice bath for different times. By immersing wood samples in the coating 
material, pre-hydrolyzed MTMS oligomers are coated onto the wood by forming siloxane 
bonds with surface hydroxyl groups through a condensation reaction. Because untreated 
wood surfaces have insufficient hydroxyl groups to react with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS, a 
surface activation step is required prior to the coating process; this is achieved by 
exposure to an oxygen plasma. The hydrophilicity of MTMS coatings can be tuned by 
simply adjusting the pre-hydrolysis time. Consequently, for wood samples coated with 
MTMS that was pre-hydrolyzed for a short amount of time, a unique selectively 
absorbing surface was observed: both hardwood and softwood samples absorb water but 
resist oil. On the other hand, MTMS with prolonged pre-hydrolysis time can be used to 
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impart amphiphobicity to both hardwood and softwood. After coating, both samples 
display hydrophobicity and prolonged resistance against oils for at least several months.  
 Compared with existing methods to fabricate amphiphobic wood surfaces, MTMS 
does not contain fluorine and the coatings are therefore more environmental friendly. The 
entire coating process is carried out by a solution-based method in an aqueous 
environment under ambient conditions. According to SEM images, the hydrophobicity 
and oil resistance of wood is not due to overcoating by MTMS. The porosity of native 
wood is largely retained after coating as indicated by the fact that low surface tension 
fluids such as methanol can still easily penetrate the coated wood surface. The 
amphiphobic wood has potential applications as packaging materials that can repel both 
aqueous and oily fluids. This method also has the potential to reduce wood degradation 
during the natural weathering process that occurs both outdoors and indoors. Further 
studies are underway to explore this in more detail. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FABRICATION OF HYDROPHILIC/OLEOPHOBIC STAINLESS 




 The frequency of off-shore oil spillages and the emergence of fracking have 
raised attention to the separation of oil and water as an important environmental 
challenge. [47, 197] Efficient, cost-effective processes for oil-water separation are in 
great demand. Many technologies have been developed in this field such as oil skimmers, 
centrifugal water/oil separators and flocculation magnetic separation systems. [198-201] 
However, these methods suffer from various disadvantages such as expensive equipment, 
complex processing sequences and high cost.   
 One of the most commonly used methods to treat the oil-water mixture utilizes oil 
absorbent materials, because oleophilic materials can be created at lower cost and with 
simple processing methods. [202] Various oil absorbent materials can be used for this 
purpose: zeolites [203], organoclays [204], nonwoven synthetic fibers [205], or natural 
fibers. [206] However, the disadvantage of this approach is evident: these materials often 
also absorb water, thereby lowering their efficiency.[207] Furthermore, additional 
processing steps are required to remove the absorbed oils from these materials before 
they can be re-used, which makes them incompatible with continuous processing. Finally, 
although oil removal with absorptive materials is effective for rapidly removing the 
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majority of oil contamination, for example during oil spills, this approach is often 
insufficient to remove all contamination and generate clean water.  
 Hydrophobic/oleophilic membranes have been widely used for oil and water 
separation to overcome the limitations of absorbent materials. [208-210] Separation is 
based on selective oil wetting and permeation through the membrane. Compared with 
absorbent materials, hydrophobic/oleophilic membranes have higher separation 
efficiency and also improved compatibility with continuous systems. However, 
hydrophobic/oleophilic membranes are typically used in energy-intensive cross-flow 
filtration systems, because they are unsuitable for more economic, gravity-driven 
oil/water separation. [17] This is due to the higher density of water, causing it to settle 
below oil and thus be positioned in contact with the membrane, forming a barrier layer 
that prevents oil permeation. Another main disadvantage of hydrophobic/oleophilic 
membranes is that they are easily fouled by oil during separation, causing a drop in the 
separation efficiency, and not suitable for removal of all contaminants. [120] To solve 
these problems, hydrophilic/oleophobic membranes have been developed where the oil is 
repelled while water transports through the membrane, thus guaranteeing purity of the 
permeate water stream. [21, 135] Existing hydrophilic and oleophobic membranes rely 
heavily on fluorinated coating materials, which are often associated with significant 
environmental and health concerns. Also, implementation of these coating materials can 
be limited by rather complicated coating methods, which brings into question the 
economic feasibility for large-scale industrial applications. [82] 
 As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, hydrophilic/oleophobic sybstrates (paper and 
wood, respectively) can be successfully fabricated using MTMS that was pre-hydrolyzed 
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for a short period of time. [82] However, the heterogeneous surface morphology and low 
mechanical strength of cellulose-based paper limits the utility of this material for 
oil/water separation applications. Due to the excellent mechanical strength and chemical 
resistance, coated stainless steel meshes are frequently used for oil and water separation. 
[211, 212] By reacting with the hydroxyl group from surface oxide layer, pre-hydrolyzed 
MTMS can be used to impart hydrophilicity/oleophobicity to stainless steel. 
 In this Chapter, a process to generate hydrophilic/oleophobic stainless steel 
meshes by a simple immersion coating method using pre-hydrolyzed MTMS is described. 
By using three stainless steel meshes with different geometric parameters, stainless steel 
mesh with high selectivity between water and oil has been fabricated. The 
hydrophilic/oleophobic stainless steel mesh can be used to separate motor oil/water 
mixtures with high efficiency. Compared with existing methods, MTMS coated stainless 
steel mesh offers a more scalable, economic and environmental benign approach to the 





 Stainless steel 316 plates (20 cm x 30 cm x 0.05 cm) were purchased from 
Maudlin Products and cut into samples with a dimension of 2.5 cm x 1.5 cm x 0.05 cm 
using a waterjet cutter. SS meshes 100 x 100, 200 x 200 and 400 x 400 were purchased 
from McMaster. Geometric parameters of different SS meshes were shown in Table 6.1. 
SS meshes were cut into 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm squares or circular disks with a diameter of 2 
cm before treatment Methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) was used as received from Sigma-
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Aldrich (deposition grade, ≥ 98%). Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was obtained from Fisher 
Chemicals. Acetone, methanol and isopropanol (BDH, ACS grade, 99%) were purchased 




Table 6.1: Geometric parameters of SS mesh 100, 200 and 400. Opening size (L) is the 
distance between two adjacent wires. 
 
Mesh Wire diameter (D) (mm) Opening size (L) (mm) 
100 0.11 0.14 
200 0.05 0.07 




MTMS Hydrolysis Procedure 
 Hydrolysis of MTMS was performed by mixing MTMS with 0.1 M hydrochloric 
acid in a 4:1 v/v ratio. [82] The mixture was then sonicated in an ice-bath for different 
lengths of time to induce hydrolysis. Sonication was carried out using a Fisher Scientific 
ultrasonic cleaner (model FS 20) at a power of 70 W and frequency of 42 kHz.  
 
MTMS Coating Procedure 
 Stainless steel plates and meshes were rinsed with acetone, methanol, isopropanol 
and then dried using nitrogen gas. Cleaned stainless substrates were immersed in the 
hydrolyzed MTMS solutions for 2 minutes. After coating, excess liquid was removed 
from the surface by touching the liquid with a piece of tissue paper (Kimwipe, Kimberly-
Clark). Coated stainless steel samples were then dried at ambient conditions overnight. 
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SEM Imaging 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken with a Hitachi SU8230 
SEM at an acceleration voltage of 5.0 keV.  
 
Contact Angle Measurement 
 All static contact angle measurements were performed by using a Rame-hart 
automated goniometer (model 290). A 4 μL droplet of the selected fluid (DI water, 
diiodomethane (Sigma-Aldrich, reagent plus grade, 99%) and motor oil (SAE 10W-30, 
MotoTech)) was placed onto MTMS coated substrate. For better visual comparison, 
motor oil was dyed with Oil Red O (Sigma-Aldrich). Contact angles were determined by 
the droplet images by the standard goniometer software (Drop Image, version 2. 6. 1). 
 
Oil/water Separation Experiment 
 The oil/water separation experiment was performed by using a filter holder 
(VWR) and MTMS coated stainless steel mesh. The oil wand water mixture was created 
by mixing 1 mL of water with 1 mL of motor oil. Motor oil was dyed with Red O 
(Sigma-Aldrich) for better visual comparison.  
 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Wetting Properties of MTMS Coated Stainless Steel Plate (SS plate) 
 It is well-known that a pre-hydrolysis step is required before MTMS can be 
chemically bonded to substrates with hydroxyl groups, and the length of pre-hydrolysis 
time can significantly affect the wetting behavior of MTMS coated surfaces. [23] In this 
study, SS plates were coated with MTMS solutions prepared at two different hydrolysis 
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times: 5 and 180 min. Pre-hydrolyzed MTMS was applied to cleaned SS plates following 
a simple immersion-coating method. A SS plate was chosen as the initial model substrate 
for this study because it has a well-defined, flat surface; effects of surface roughness and 
porosity of the underlying substrate on wetting properties can therefore be excluded. To 
determine if the pre-hydrolyzed MTMS has been successfully coated on the SS plate, 
water, diiodomethane and motor oil contact angles were determined on all MTMS coated 
samples. The wetting property of an uncoated SS plate was determined for comparison 
(Table 6.1). Uncoated SS plates display a somewhat hydrophobic surface with low 
diiodomethane and motor oil contact angles. On the other hand, a SS plate coated with 5 
min hydrolyzed MTMS is strongly hydrophilic with a water contact angle less than 5°. 
Compared with the uncoated SS plate, it also displays much higher diiodomethane and 
motor oil contact angles. The significant change in wetting behavior is a strong indicator 
that pre-hydrolyzed MTMS has been coated successfully on the SS plate. The SS plate 
coated with 180 min hydrolyzed MTMS has similar diiodomethane and motor oil contact 
angles to 5 min hydrolyzed MTMS. The major difference between the two samples is 
water contact angle: A SS plate coated with 180 min hydrolyzed MTMS displays a much 
higher water contact angle than does a SS plate coated with 5 min hydrolyzed MTMS. 
This behavior was previously observed on MTMS coated silicon wafers: the water 
wetting property of MTMS coating can be tuned from hydrophilic to hydrophobic by 
adjusting the hydrolysis time, while the oleophobicity is maintained at all conditions. The 





Table 6.2: Wetting properties of uncoated and MTMS coated stainless steel plates. The 
standard deviations of all measurements are below 5° 
 
Sample Water Diiodomethane Motor oil 
Untreated 87.9o 43.1o 22.0o 
5 min hydrolyzed 
MTMS 
<5o 73.3o 65.9o 
180 min hydrolyzed 
MTMS 




Wetting Properties of MTMS Coated Stainless Steel Mesh (SS mesh) 
 Results from previous section indicate that MTMS pre-hydrolyzed for 5 min can 
be used to impart hydrophilicity/oleophobicity to stainless steel-based substrates. This 
unique property can be utilized to separate water and oil mixtures. To realize this aim, SS 
mesh was used as the substrate in this study. To determine if the SS meshes coated with 5 
min pre-hydrolyzed MTMS could have sufficient selectivity for this application, 
theoretical contact angles were first calculated on SS meshes with different porosities. 
(Table 6.1).  
 Due to the intrinsic micron-scale roughness of SS mesh, the apparent oil contact 
angles measured on coated SS mesh will be different from the contact angle measured on 
coated SS plate. The apparent contact angles on coated SS meshes can be calculated by 
the modified Cassie-Baxter equation (1): [20] 
cos 𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎 =  
𝐷(𝜋−𝜃𝑒)
𝑆
∙ cos𝜃𝑒 +  
𝐷
𝑆
∙ sin 𝜃𝑒 − 1  (1) 
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 This equation demonstrates that the apparent contact angle (𝜃𝑎𝑎𝑎) is a function of 
the center-to-center distance between two SS wires (L), the wire diameter (D) and the 
equilibrium contact angle (𝜃𝑒). In this study, contact angles measured on coated SS plates 
were used as equilibrium contact angles. Based on this equation, apparent contact angles 
of different fluids on SS meshes were calculated (Figure 6.1a). The equation predicts a 
high selectivity between water and oil for all three meshes: all coated meshes should 
display extreme hydrophilicity, while also displaying strong oil repellency. Due to the 
additional micron-scale roughness from SS meshes, the predicted apparent oil contact 
angles on all three SS meshes are greater than 100o, which are much higher than oil 
contact angles measured on the SS plate. According to the Cassie-Baxter model, Mesh 
400 is predicted to display slightly higher oil contact angles than the other two meshes, 
but the difference is not very significant.  
 Calculations indicate that all three MTMS coated SS meshes should have good 
oil/water selectivity. To verify this prediction, SS mesh 100, 200 and 400 were coated 
with 5 min pre-hydrolyzed MTMS. Water, diiodomethane and motor oil contact angles 
were determined for these coated meshes (Figure 6.1b). Coated mesh 200 and mesh 400 
display good selectivity between water and oil, as predicted by the modified Cassie-
Baxter equation. However, for coated SS mesh 100, an unstable motor oil contact angle 
was observed. This is likely due to the fact that mesh 100 has the largest wire-wire 
spacing among the SS meshes. Previous work reported that the micron-scale structure 
with large spacing will be unable to suspend the liquid, and therefore cannot support a 
composite interface as required by the Cassie-Baxter model. [213] Furthermore, although 
water can easily pass through both coated mesh 200 and 400, permeation of water 
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droplets was delayed for about 15 sec on mesh 400; on mesh 200, the water passed 
though the mesh almost instantaneously. As a result, coated mesh 200 has a slightly 
better selectivity compared to mesh 400. Therefore, SS mesh 200 coated with 5 min pre-
hydrolyzed MTMS was used for the following oil/water separation study. The delayed 
permeation of water droplets on mesh 400 is most likely due to its lower porosity 

























Figure 6.1: a) Predicted and b) measured wetting behavior of different SS meshes coated 








Oil and Water Mixture Separation Experiment 
 A filtration apparatus was used for oil/water separation experiments. SS mesh 200 
coated with 5 min pre-hydrolyzed MTMS was placed between a glass filter holder and a 
glass funnel. Two PTFE O-rings were placed below and above the coated SS mesh to 
establish an effective seal. The unit was then clamped together to minimize fluid leakage 
(Figure 6.3a). In order to test the sealing integrity of this configuration, pure motor oil 
(dyed with red color) was introduced. For a moderate amount of motor oil, the system 
worked well; the motor oil remained on the top part of the setup without leakage for at 
least 10 minutes (figure 3b). However, with larger oil volume, the motor oil starts to leak 
from the edges of the metal mesh into the filtrate due to the increased pressure head. 
Future improvements are needed to prevent the fluid leaks 
 To demonstrate the capability of MTMS coated SS mesh to separate oil and 
water, the mixture of water and oil was poured into the separation apparatus. The mixture 
was created by mixing 2 mL of water and 2 mL of motor oil (dyed with red color). Due to 
the good selectivity between water and oil, water passed through the coated SS mesh 
freely while the oil was blocked on the top part of the unit. Water in the filtrate was 






Figure 6.2: a) Apparatus for water/motor oil separation experiments. Coated SS mesh 
200 was inserted between the filter holder and the glass funnel. b) Pure motor oil (dyed 
red) was poured into the separation unit. The strong oil repellency of the MTMS coating 






 Stainless steel mesh with hydrophilic/oleophobic wetting properties was 
successfully fabricated with a facile, one-step coating method using non-fluorinated 
coating material. The coating material was prepared by mixing pure 
methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid at a 4:1 ratio, followed by 
sonication in an ice bath. The hydrophilicity of MTMS coatings can be tuned by 
adjusting pre-hydrolysis time. For a short pre-hydrolysis time, coated stainless steel 
meshes display extreme hydrophilicity with high resistance against motor oil and 
diiodomethane. The wetting property is also related to the porosity of metal meshes 
a b 
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according to modified Cassie-Baxter equation. Metal meshes with larger openings 
display unstable oil contact angles, while the metal meshes with smaller openings can 
resist oils for a prolonged period of time. 
 Stainless metal meshes coated with MTMS pre-hydrolyzed for a short amount of 
time displays good oil/water selectivity. As a result, coated metal meshes can be used to 
separate oil/water mixtures with high efficiency.  Compared with existing approaches to 
separate water/oil mixtures based on selective water permeation, pre-hydrolyzed MTMS 
does not contain fluorine and is therefore more environmental friendly. The MTMS 
coating process is carried out in an aqueous environment under ambient conditions at a 
relatively fast rate, which offers compatibility with current industrial manufacturing 
processes. The application of hydrophilic/oleophobic metal meshes can also potentially 
extend to separation of oil/water emulsions. However, improved sealing in the separation 




 CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 Paper with controlled wetting properties has attracted much attention recently due 
to potential applications in novel fields such as biomedical test strips or oil/water 
separation membranes. As a result, a variety of technologies have been developed to 
fabricate paper with different wetting properties. However, hurdles remain; most of the 
existing methods heavily rely on low surface energy, fluorinated coating materials, which 
can cause severe environmental and health issues. To resolve this problem, this thesis 
focuses on developing new methods to fabricate paper with different wetting properties 
by treatment with non-fluorinated chemicals.  
 A novel method to fabricate amphiphobic paper using a low non-fluorinated 
polymer, polybenzoxazine (PBZ) was developed. Despite the present of hydroxyl groups 
in its structure, PBZ is reported to have a surface energy close to many fluorinated 
materials.  One explanation to this seemingly contradictory observation is that the 
hydroxyl groups on PBZ have the ability to form intramolecular bonds with neighboring 
nitrogen atoms. This strong intramolecular bonding imposes an internal structure on the 
molecule. As a result, hydrogen bonding is protected on the inside of the structure while 
the hydrocarbon side chains are exposed to the surface and lower the surface energy.  To 
apply PBZ onto paper surfaces, paper was first coated with benzoxazine monomer by 
using either a dip coating or drop casting method. The coated paper was then cured at 
high temperature to initiate the polymerization process. The coated paper successfully 
displayed amphiphobicity after curing at 180oC for 12 hours. On the other hand, the 
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disadvantages of this method are also obvious: the high loading amount and prolonged 
curing time limits the economical feasibility of this process. Furthermore, treated paper 
loses flexibility due to the high curing temperature. In spite of these drawbacks, this study 
revealed that hydrocarbon materials without fluorinated moieties can indeed be applied as 
coatings to cellulose-based paper surfaces to impart hydrophobicity and oleophobicity; 
these observations thus formed the foundation of this thesis. 
 To further investigate the wetting properties of paper coated with non-fluorinated 
coatings, alkyltrichlorosilanes were applied to paper surfaces. Compared with PBZ 
coatings, which require high temperature curing, the entire coating process of 
alkyltrichlorosilanes was carried out via a solution-based method under ambient 
conditions. As a result, this process is more compatible with current large-scale paper 
manufacturing processes.  
The effect of alkyl chain length on the wetting properties of alkyltrichlorosilane 
coated cellulose-based paper was reported for four different reagents: 
methyltrichlorosilane (MTCS; -CH3), butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS; -C4H9), 
dodecyltrichlorosilane (DTCS; -C12H25) and octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTCS; -C18H37). 
SEM analysis reveals that by systematically varying alkyl chain length, films with 
different surface morphologies can be generated on flat silicon wafer control samples and 
on cellulose-based paper samples. The variation in surface morphology leads to different 
wetting behavior, as determined by measuring static water and oil contact angles. Due to 
the nano- and micron- scale roughness on MTCS coated substrates, paper samples coated 
with MTCS displayed superhydrophobicity with a water contact angle of 152.2o, which 
was the highest water contact angle among these four alkyltrichlorosilanes. However, 
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additional nano-scale roughness from the MTCS coating reduces the oil resistance of 
coated paper samples, while paper samples coated with long-chain alkyltrichlorosilanes 
have lower surface energy and also lack nano-scale roughness. As a result, paper samples 
coated with OTCS displayed the highest resistance against oils (ethylene glycol contact 
angle, 125.5o; diiodomethane contact angle, 101.3o). 
 Although alkyltrichlorosilane coated paper can display resistance to some low 
surface tension fluids (e.g., ethylene glycol and diiodomethane, it cannot repel oils with 
even lower surface tension such as motor oil. To further increase the oleophobicity of 
coated paper, methyltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) was used as the coating material. To 
overcome the relatively low reactivity of methoxy groups, a pre-hydrolysis step is 
required before MTMS can be chemically bonded to paper surfaces. Pre-hydrolyzed 
MTMS was subsequently coated on paper using a solution-based protocol similar to the 
alkyltrichlorosilane coating process. By systematically changing the MTMS hydrolysis 
time prior to coating, different degrees of condensation were achieved, which provides 
control over the paper surface chemistry. Paper coated with these different MTMS 
precursor samples displayed water wetting behavior ranging from superhydrophilic 
(absorbs water immediately) to hydrophobic, while oleophobicity was maintained under 
all conditions. For all MTMS coated paper samples, no absorption of motor oil was 
observed for several weeks, indicating stable oil resistance. These results indicate that 
MTMS can be employed to functionalize other hydroxyl-group-rich surfaces such as 
wood and metal. 
 Amphiphobic wood was successfully fabricated by using MTMS pre-hydrolyzed 
for prolonged times. Unlike paper, which is almost entirely composed of cellulose, wood 
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contains many other substances. As a result, the concentration of hydroxyl groups on 
wood surfaces is much lower than on paper, which leads to a less efficient coating 
process for MTMS. To resolve this issue, wood samples were pre-treated with a cold 
oxygen plasma before coating in order to activate the surface. After plasma treatment, 
wood samples were coated with pre-hydrolyzed MTMS. For both hardwood and 
softwood, coated samples displayed hydrophobicity and prolonged resistance against oils. 
The amphiphobic wood has potential applications as construction materials that can repel 
both aqueous and oily fluids. This method also has the potential to reduce wood 
degradation during the natural weathering process that occurs both outdoors and indoors. 
 Finally, hydrophilic/oleophobic stainless steel meshes were fabricated by 
employing MTMS. The wetting properties of coated stainless steel mesh were highly 
dependent on the porosity of metal meshes, as predicted by the modified Cassie-Baxter 
equation. With the correct porosity, stainless steel mesh coated with MTMS pre-
hydrolyzed for short times displayed good oil/water selectivity, and could be used to 
separate oil/water mixtures with high efficiency. 
 
7.1 Future Work and Recommendations 
 
 While significant work has been completed to functionalize paper substrates and 
create surfaces with different wetting properties by treatment with non-fluorinated 
chemicals, this thesis also provides inspiration and direction for future work.  
 Although the amphiphobic paper created in this study using pre-hydrolyzed 
MTMS as a coating material displayed strong resistance towards motor oil, it cannot 
resist fluids with even lower surface tensions, such as n-hexadecane. To create paper with 
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enhanced amphiphobicity using non-fluorinated coating materials, two approaches can be 
considered: the paper can be coated with non-fluorinated materials with even lower 
surface energy, or the surface morphology of paper substrates can be modified to increase 
the apparent contact angle. In this thesis, Chapter 3 has shown that the alkyl chain length 
can have a significant effect on the wetting behavior of paper coated with 
alkyltrichlorosilane: alkyltrichlorosilanes with longer alkyl chains display a lower surface 
energy and higher resistance towards fluids with lower surface tensions. In principle, this 
trend can be further extended to trimethoxysilane, in that a trimethoxysilane with longer 
alkyl chains can display even lower surface energy compared to MTMS. However, alkyl 
silanes with longer hydrocarbon chains are also often associated with reduced reactivity, 
which may lead to longer coating time and less surface coverage. As a result, a more 
systematic study is required before any conclusions can be reached. For the latter 
approach, it has been long known to our research group that oxygen plasmas can 
selectively etch away the amorphous part of cellulose, thereby increasing the surface 
roughness of paper substrates and hence the apparent contact angle. [20] Most of these 
studies were conducted using fluorinated coating materials, which have lower surface 
energy than MTMS. It is still unclear if plasma etching can promote the oil resistance of 
paper treated with non-fluorinated chemicals. More detailed research can be conducted to 
investigate the effect of etching on the oil repellency of MTMS coated paper. It is also 
important to mention that the current immersion-coating processes present challenges in 
maintaining the nano-scale roughness created by etching due to the thicker coating layer. 
New coating techniques may be required to preserve the roughness after coating. 
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 As discussed, the process of fabricating amphiphobic paper by treatment with 
MTMS can be further improved by using different coating methods. Although the current 
immersion coating method is straightforward, it requires a second step to remove the 
excess coating material, which creates waste, and therefore is not very attractive 
economically. Alternatively, a spray coating technique can be developed to apply the pre-
hydrolyzed MTMS to paper substrates, which enables improved loading control. Spray 
coating is also appropriate for the paper industry, because it can be easily integrated into 
current manufacturing process. 
 Additionally, the amphiphobic wood studies detailed in Chapter 5 may have the 
potential to reduce wood degradation both outdoors and indoors. Some preliminary 
experiments have already indicated that in a natural environment, MTMS coated 
amphiphobic wood may have lower degradation rates than uncoated wood. However, a 
detailed, quantitative investigation is still required to establish the degradation rate of 
coated and uncoated wood under a controlled environment to confirm this conclusion. 
 The work conducted using MTMS to create hydrophilic/oleophobic stainless steel 
mesh also has a promising future. The hydrophilic/oleophobic mesh has the potential to 
separate oil/water emulsions, which has applications in fields such as waste water 
treatment. However, more investigations are required before the hydrophilic/oleophobic 
mesh can be put into practical use. First of all, it is still unclear whether or not the 
surfactant can interfere with the surface chemistry of MTMS. Therefore, the stability of 
MTMS coated SS meshes should be tested with different surfactants. The separation of 
water/oil emulsions is also highly dependent on the oil droplet size: if the oil droplet size 
is too small, current micrometer meshes will not be suitable. Membranes with smaller 
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pore size may be required in this scenario. Furthermore, the pH of the oil/water mixtures 
or emulsions can also be adjusted to study the long- term stability of 
hydrophilic/oleophobic metal meshes in harsh chemical environments. 
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APPENDIX A 
CELLULOSE-BASED MATERIALS: PLASMA MODIFICATION 
 
This Appendix has been accepted for publication: Z.Tang, V. Breedveld and D. W. Hess, 
Chapter in Encyclopedia of Plasma Technology, to be published in 2016  
 
 In this Chapter, we describe the plasma-assisted modification of cellulose to 
achieve desired, but non-traditional properties. Modification takes place due to three 
processes that can occur as a result of plasma exposure using specific gases or vapors:  
(1) modification of the surface structure and properties of cellulose-based materials due 
to ion, electron and photon impingement; (2) generation of free radicals for molecular 
grafting and cross-linking; (3) plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to 
form thin films. For clarity and organizational purposes, these three processes are treated 
separately and discussed in different sections, which highlight the plasma conditions that 
are invoked to generate specific effects on cellulose-based substrates and mechanistic 
considerations for each process. However, it is important to recognize that these 
processes do not occur independently. Rather, due to the complexity and highly reactive 
nature of plasmas, these processes often occur simultaneously and synergistically. For 
example, surface modification is always accompanied by radical generation and PECVD 
often causes surface etching. Nevertheless, control of process/plasma parameters 
typically allows the establishment of a dominant mechanism, e.g., etching vs. 
polymerization vs. grafting. Therefore, this review considers primarily the dominant 
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processes for particular applications, but also points out the various effects that contribute 




 Cellulose is the most abundant organic polymer on earth.[214, 215] It is the major 
component of wood, cotton, hemp and jute.  Cellulose is a linear condensation polymer 
consisting of D-glucose units joined together by β-1,4-glycosidic bonds (Figure A.1). 
[216] Each glucose unit has three hydroxyl groups; these groups form inter-and intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds, which give strength to cellulose-based material and establish 
hydrophilic character. [217] Compared with synthetic polymers, cellulose has a number 
of advantages, including low density, low cost, high tensile strength and bio-renewability, 
which make cellulose environmentally friendly. [218-221] Due to these unique 
properties, there has been a growing interest to extend the range of cellulose applications 











 Cellulose fibers are more chemically inhomogeneous than man-made fibers.  In 
fact, cellulose is never found naturally in its pure form.  Cotton fibers are probably the 
purest natural source; cotton seldom contains more than ~5% of other substances, 
including absorbed water.  More commonly, in wood, plant stalks, and leaves, cellulose is 
associated with other substances such as lignin and hemicellulose, both in considerable 
amounts. [24] In the pulping industry, chemical processes are commonly applied to 
increase the concentration of cellulose by dissolving impurities with a strong base.  As a 
result, paper is usually composed of cellulose fibers with high purity. 
 Plasmas that are used for thin film processing and surface modification are 
partially ionized gases that consist of electrons, negatively and positively charged 
particles, and neutral atoms and molecules in ground and excited states. [222, 223] 
Compared with conventional (thermal) chemical processes, plasma modification of 
cellulose offers numerous advantages.  The short penetration depth of ions and electrons 
that impinge on surfaces limits modification to the surface region (normally <10 nm 
under low plasma power conditions) while leaving bulk properties of cellulose 
unchanged. [224] However, it should be noted that photons can penetrate polymeric 
materials and cause bond breaking within the bulk cellulose material. In addition, long-
lived reactive neutral moieties (radicals) can diffuse into the fiber network and cause 
chemical modification of the cellulose structure beneath the surface layer.  Plasma 
treatment does not require large amounts of water or solvents, and is therefore considered 
more economical and environmentally friendly relative to solution processing. [225] 
Plasma processes are also versatile in that selection of the appropriate gases can result in 
material etching, film deposition, or chemical bond alteration.  Moreover, plasma 
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treatments can be used to treat large substrates (widths up to several meters, and even 
roll-to-roll processing), which offers high throughput process opportunities for industrial 
applications.  The low temperature (non-thermal) plasmas used for thin film processes are 
particularly useful for cellulose modification because of the inherent heat sensitivity of 
cellulose-based materials.  Due to the wide variety of chemical processes that potentially 
occur in a plasma, cellulosic materials can be modified or treated to achieve a range of 
functionalities, including surface cleaning, free-radical grafting, wettability enhancement, 
improved compatibility with other hydrophobic polymers, and establishment of 
hydrophobicity/oleophobicity.  It is important to realize that plasma treatment of cellulose 
can affect the surface chemistry well after direct exposure has been terminated.  Like 
other organic polymers [226], cellulose-based materials can trap free radicals that are 
generated during plasma exposure.  These plasma generated free radicals are highly 
reactive; upon exposure to air (oxygen and water vapor) they oxidize and hydrolyze, 
thereby forming oxygenated chemical moieties that can alter the chemical and physical 
properties of cellulose.  
 
A.2 Plasma Induced Surface Modification 
 
 Plasmas are used to modify the surface chemistry and morphology of cellulose-
based materials by invoking non-polymerizable gases such as noble gases [227] , 
nitrogen [228], hydrogen [229] and oxygen [230]. These non-polymerizable gases can be 
further divided into two categories:  non-reactive gases like argon, and reactive gases 
such as oxygen.  
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 Although the energetic species created in a non-reactive plasma by their nature 
cannot react directly with the substrate surface, they do impart kinetic energy to the 
surface atoms and molecules. During this momentum transfer, the impinging ions may 
break chemical bonds, thereby producing low molecular weight fragments that are 
intrinsically volatile.[231] Thus, plasmas generated using non-reactive gases can etch or 
ablate cellulose-based materials.[232] Due to the ability of polymeric or cellulosic 
materials to trap or stabilize free radicals, polar groups (e.g., hydroxyl-, ether-, and 
ketone-moieties) may also form as a result of exposure of the treated samples to air. [227] 
In contrast, reactive gas plasmas interact with cellulosic substrates in a different manner. 
The reactive ions, atoms, and molecular fragments readily react with surface 
atoms/molecules to generate volatile products and thereby remove or etch material.  
Moreover, reactive plasmas can also cause chemical modification of the substrate through 
direct incorporation of polar groups on the surface. [233] 
 One application of plasma-induced surface modification is to enhance the 
wettability of cellulose-based materials, for example to increase the dyeability or 
printability of cotton and paper. [229, 234]  This effect can be achieved by either 
chemical or physical modification.  In the case of physical modification, wettability can 
be increased by simply increasing the porosity and pore sizes of the substrate via etching 
(ablation), or by removing weakly attached hydrophobic impurities from the fiber 
surface, which may be accomplished using either a reactive plasma or a non-reactive 
plasma. [235, 236]  Specifically for the case of chemical (reactive) modification, 
substrate wettability is increased by the introduction of water compatible functional 
groups onto the cellulose surface; these moieties include –COOH, -OH and –NH2, 
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depending upon the feed gas used. [237, 238] Although the most common way to 
determine wettability is through contact angle measurements, in many cases it is not 
possible to evaluate wettability directly from contact angle data due to the irregular 
surface structure of cellulose-based materials such as paper substrates and cotton yarns. 
Therefore, the wettability is often determined indirectly through measurements of liquid 
absorption time and wicking height. Wicking height is measured by suspending a small 
piece of fabric vertically above the liquid surface such that the horizontal bottom edge is 
immersed just below the surface of the liquid. Spontaneous upward wicking then occurs 
due to capillary forces that are a function of the surface energy.  The height of the liquid 
rise above the reservoir level after a certain time interval is then recorded as a measure of 
wettability. [237] The liquid often contains a dye to enhance the contrast between wetted 
and non-wetted regions of the fabric. 
 Argon is one of the most frequently used non-reactive plasmas to modify surface 
properties of cellulose-based materials such as cotton, jute and paper.  In most cases, 
argon plasmas are created in a low pressure environment, [227, 232, 235, 239] but it is 
also possible to generate an argon plasma at atmospheric pressure using dielectric-
barrier-discharges (DBD). [240] In all cases, dramatic changes in the surface morphology 
of cellulose have been identified via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging.  The 
smooth surface of cellulose fibers becomes roughened and fragmented after only one 
minute of plasma exposure [240]; prolonged treatment time causes further 
degradation/modification of the fiber structure.  Kolarova et al.[232] quantified this 
morphological change by measuring the fiber width before and after treatment with 
confocal microscopy. After only 10 s of exposure, the fiber width dropped from ~13.5 
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μm to ~8.8 μm. The significant change in morphology clearly indicated that argon 
plasmas are capable of etching cellulose-based materials at significant rates.  However, 
the surface chemistry was also changed, as indicated by X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS).  Sahin [227] reported a decrease in oxygen/carbon atomic ratio 
(O/C) with increasing plasma exposure time and power on bleached kraft paper.  The 
untreated paper had an O/C ratio of 0.85, which agreed well with the value for untreated 
cellulose. After argon plasma exposure for 10 minutes at 500 W, the O/C ratio quickly 
dropped to 0.57. This result is likely due to the generation of oxygen rich volatile species 
such as carbon dioxide during the treatment or due to desorption of water from the 
substrate. Analysis of the carbon C1s XPS spectrum indicated that small concentrations of 
polar groups such as carboxylate were also found on treated samples. These new 
functional groups, which did not exist on untreated samples, were believed to be formed 
by the reaction of long-lived free radicals with air (oxygen or water vapor) after plasma 
treatment.  In contrast, Kokarova et al. [232] reported an increase in O/C ratio for cotton 
after argon plasma exposure.  However, natural cotton fibers are not pure cellulose.  
Impurities such as pectins and waxes also adhere to the surface of cotton fibers; the 
presence of these impurities was confirmed by XPS data. The O/C ratio for untreated 
cotton was 0.33, far below the theoretical value of pure cellulose (0.83).  This seemingly 
contradictory observation (relative to the paper study) can be explained by the removal of 
carbon-rich impurities from the fiber surface due to argon plasma etching.  In general, 
argon plasma treatment of a pure cellulose substrate results in substantial etching, a 
decrease in O/C ratio and very limited ability to add polar groups to the substrate surface.  
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 The use of readily accessible air as a plasma gas source primarily applies to 
atmospheric pressure plasmas such as corona discharges or dielectric-barrier-discharges 
(DBD), [234, 241-243] although it can also be used as a processing gas in low pressure 
plasmas. [244, 245] The primary application of air plasma exposure for cellulose-based 
materials is to enhance wettability.  Atmospheric pressure plasmas do not require a 
vacuum system and are therefore somewhat simpler in design.  However, they require 
large (~10 L/minute) inert gas flows, usually He.  In addition, atmospheric pressure 
plasmas are readily configured for continuous processes, although low pressure plasmas 
are also amenable to such approaches.  Karahan et al. [234] studied the wetting behavior 
of cotton fibers treated with air plasmas at atmospheric pressure using a DBD system.  
The water contact angle of cotton fabric dropped from 108o on the untreated substrate to 
00, which indicates complete wetting, in less than 40 seconds. XPS analyses also showed 
a large increase in O/C ratio from 0.208 to 0.364 after the treatment. To investigate the 
mechanism of the O/C ratio, Ward et al. [246] conducted similar studies on cotton using 
an air plasma at low pressure. Multiple internal reflectance infrared spectra on the cotton 
indicated the presence of carbonyl groups after plasma treatment, which confirms that the 
increase in O/C ratio is at least in part due to incorporation of polar groups as a result of 
oxygen and water vapor contained in air. 
 The most extensively used reactive plasma for modification of cellulose-based 
materials is an oxygen plasma.  Oxygen plasmas have been used primarily to enhance 
substrate wettability, [229, 247-249] but can also be used to generate desired surface 
structures. [37] Carlsson et al. [229] reported the treatment of filter paper using oxygen 
plasmas at low pressure.  Compared with other cellulose-based materials, filter paper is a 
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relatively “clean” material, which is usually made of pure cellulose fibers; indeed, XPS 
confirmed that filter paper has an O/C ratio near that of pure cellulose.  Carlsson et al. 
found that despite the high substrate purity, the O/C ratio increased slightly from 0.75 to 
0.83 after plasma treatment, which clearly indicated the incorporation of oxygenated 
species onto the substrate surface.  Compared with an argon plasma, the oxygen plasma 
showed a much enhanced ability to oxidize the surface.  Wong et al. [248] performed a 
more comprehensive comparison between argon and oxygen plasmas with respect to both 
chemical and physical modifications of linen fibers.  The chemical composition on the 
surface of linen fibers was characterized before and after the treatment using XPS.  
Higher degrees of incorporation of polar groups were detected with oxygen plasmas than 
with argon plasmas. It was also found that oxygen plasma produced a much faster weight 
loss rate than argon plasma (Figure A.2), which indicated that oxygen plasmas display 
more effective etching compared with an argon plasma. The combined effects of 
chemical and physical modification significantly increased the wettability of linen 
fabrics. The difference between argon and oxygen plasmas can be mostly ascribed to the 
fact that the argon plasma mainly produces physical material removal (ablation) while 
oxygen plasmas produce chemical etching as a result of creation and subsequent 
desorption of volatile species.  Furthermore, the reactive species in the oxygen plasma 






Figure A.2: Fractional weight loss of linen fibers when exposed to pure oxygen and pure 
argon plasma treatment: (  ) oxygen plasma 100 W, (  ) argon plasma 100W, (  ) 




 By taking advantage of the higher etch rate of amorphous cellulose domains 
relative to crystalline domains, Balu et al. [37] used an oxygen plasma to selectively etch 
cellulose fibers and thus increase surface roughness on the nanoscale. The etching 
process was conducted in a low oxygen pressure, high plasma power environment in 
order to enhance the cellulose etch rate and promote domain selective etching.  Etching 
proceeds by reaction of oxygen species with cellulose to form water vapor, CO and CO2, 
thereby removing material from the surface. To verify the effect of plasma etching, SEM 
images (Figure A.3) were obtained for samples before and after plasma treatment. The 
“cotton-like” surface in the original image can be attributed to the amorphous cellulose 
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layer on the fibers. After oxygen etching, the fibers display a roughened surface with 
nanoscale crystalline protrusions that are exposed because the oxygen plasma selectively 
etches away the amorphous parts of fiber at much higher rates. The same technique can 
also be employed to tune the nanoscale roughness of wood. [250] Unlike paper, wood is 
composed of several chemical components, primarily cellulose, hemicellulose, 
extractives and lignin. Xie et al. [179] demonstrated that the inherent chemical 
heterogeneity of wood permits differences in etching rates among the wood components 
to be realized, thereby generating surface roughness by oxygen plasma etching.  The 
increase in nanoscale roughness after etching was confirmed by Laser Scanning Confocal 










Figure A.3: High magnification SEM images of (a, b) paper fiber untreated, (c, d) paper 




 Plasmas generated with other reactive gases, such as hydrogen [229] or 
tetrafluoromethane (TFM) [251] can also be used to modify surface properties of 
cellulose-based material.  Hydrogen plasmas were reported to have the opposite effect on 
filter paper compared with oxygen plasmas.  A hydrogen plasma treatment reduced the 
O/C ratio from 0.75 to 0.25 on substrate surfaces after prolonged exposure. Specifically, 
XPS demonstrated that the amount of carbon bonded to hydroxyl groups decreases 
sharply from 72% to 28% of the total peak intensity, and unoxidized carbon increases 
significantly from 17% to 60% after plasma treatment. These data strongly suggest a 
dehyroxylation of the cellulose molecule.  As a result, the water wettability of pure 
cellulose is reduced due to the lower polarity of the surface.  TFM, on the other hand, was 
used in combination with oxygen to generate a plasma with even higher etching 
efficiency than that of a pure oxygen plasma.  This type of plasma was used as a 
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microtome to study the cross-sectional microstructure of cellulose-based materials.  
Sapieha et al. [251] investigated the relationship between etch rate and two principal 
parameters: gas concentration and pressure; results are shown in Figures A.4 (a) and (b).  
For pressures less than 250 mTorr, the etch rate increased with pressure.  This 
observation can be attributed to a rise in the production rate of atomic oxygen.  However, 
the etch rate dropped at a higher pressure, which is likely due to an increased rate of 
recombination of oxygen and fluorine atoms.  The plot of etch rate versus CF4 
concentration follows the same trend.  At low concentration, CF4 increased the etch rate 
because the fluorine atoms produced via dissociation of CF4 can abstract hydrogen atoms 
from the cellulose, producing radical sites.  However, high CF4 concentrations can result 
in surface passivation via formation of a fluorinated surface layer on cellulose which 
inhibits attack by oxygen atoms.  This explanation was also supported by XPS data. 
Cellulose subjected to plasmas with high concentrations of CF4 developed a new fluorine 







Figure A. 4. Etch rate of kraft paper under a CF4/O2 mixture plasma (a) as a function of 
plasma gas pressure at a fixed flow ratio (CF4/O2=0.2) (b) as a function of CF4 




A.3 Plasma Inducted Radical Formation and Graft Polymerization 
 
 Another important result of plasma exposure is the generation of radicals on 
substrate surfaces. Non-polymerizable gases are commonly used as feed gases for this 
purpose.  Free radicals are highly reactive because of the strong tendency of their 
unpaired electrons to interact with other electrons and form electron pairs.  In fact, radical 
reactions are heavily involved in every surface modification process described in the 
previous section.  This section, however, will focus specifically on the generation of 
surface free radicals and their ability to initiate graft polymerization on cellulose-based 
materials. 
 Plasma induced graft polymerization usually follows a two-step process.  The first 
step involves the generation of free radicals on the substrate surface due to ion/electron 
bombardment from non-polymerizable gas plasmas.  This step is also called the 
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“activation” step.  After the activation step, the activated sample is then grafted with 
specific monomers introduced by gases that are not subjected to a plasma environment; 
reaction of these gases with surface free radicals initiates the polymerization process.  In 
some cases, the sequence is reversed, and the substrate is first immersed into a monomer 
solution, after which the pre-treated substrate is exposed to a plasma to begin the 
reaction.  The functions of free radicals in this process are to initiate the polymerization 
process of grafted monomers and to create bonding between substrate and grafted 
material.  The quantity and reactivity of free radicals generated upon plasma exposure are 
therefore important, because they determine the probability of grafting with appropriate 
monomers. [252] Compared with conventional grafting methods, plasma induced graft 
polymerization offers many advantages: low environmental impact, low cost, low 
temperature, and ease of integration into a continuous process. Also, due to the low 
penetration depth of ions and electrons, the bulk of the material is not affected by the 
treatment, so that structural integrity is maintained.  The ability of cellulose to trap and 
stabilize free radicals makes this process particularly suitable for cellulose-based 
material. [253] Plasma induced graft polymerization has been used to increase the 
adhesion of cellulose with other non-polar polymers [222, 228, 254], improve the 
dyeability [224, 255], increase binding between cellulose and metal oxide nanoparticles 
[256, 257], improve the electric conductivity [258, 259], and impart flame retardancy 
[253, 260] and hydrophobicity to cellulose.[261] The following paragraphs will first 
discuss generation of radicals and then address the graft polymerization of various kinds 
of monomers on cellulose-based materials. 
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 The stability of free radicals formed by plasmas is a key aspect of a successful 
graft polymerization process. Ward et al. [246, 262] conducted a series of experiments to 
study the stability of free radicals.  The substrates used were cotton and pure cellulose 
fibers, and the plasma was generated in a low pressure environment using argon.  All 
substrates were exposed to the plasma for 30 minutes.  The formation of radicals was 
confirmed by electron spin resonance (ESR) immediately after plasma exposure.  The 
strong ESR signal of both substrates indicated formation of radicals within the cellulose 
matrix.  In addition, the ESR peak intensity increased with increasing reactor residence 
time, indicating a direct relationship between treatment time and free radical formation.  
The ESR signal decayed slowly when activated substrates were exposed to ambient air, 
but detectable radical levels still remained after 24 hr.  This observation clearly 
confirmed the relative stability of free radicals generated by plasma treatment of 
cellulose-based substrates.  Chen et al. [263] studied the formation of free radicals using 
different plasma processing gases such as TFM, CO, argon, oxygen and nitrogen.  It was 
found that more “complex” molecules like TFM or CO generated higher concentrations 
of free radicals compared to argon, nitrogen and oxygen.  Among argon, nitrogen and 
oxygen, argon plasmas generated the most free radicals. Chen et al. also found that more 
free radicals could be generated on linen surfaces than on cotton surfaces, indicating a 
strong dependence on substrate. However, due to the high reactivity of free radicals and 
the lack of in-situ experimental data, the detailed mechanism of free radical formation is 
unclear. 
 After the activation step, substrates can be grafted with various monomers to 
establish different surface chemical functionalities. One important application of plasma 
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initiated graft polymerization is to increase the dyeability of cotton. Cellulose-based 
textiles are usually dyed with direct or reactive dyes, neither of which have a high affinity 
for cellulose fibers. Therefore, the dying process is highly water and energy intensive. 
This situation can be improved by grafting the cotton surface with materials that can react 
with dyes.  In one study, Karahan et al. [224] treated cotton with air and argon plasmas 
using a DBD set up. The activated cotton was subsequently immersed into 
ethylenendiamine (EDA) or triethylenetetramine (TETA) to initiate the grafting process.  
These two materials were chosen because they contain amine groups, which are suitable 
for attaching anionic dye molecules to the fiber surface.  Control samples were also 
prepared by exposing samples to a plasma under the same conditions but without 
carrying out the graft polymerization step.  After treatment, the presence of amine groups 
was confirmed by ATR-FTIR on grafted samples, indicating a successful grafting 
process. The dyeability was evaluated by relative color strength (K/S) values.  An 
increase in K/S value is indicative of a higher amount of dye on a cotton surface.  The 
results of this study are shown in Figure A.5.  It can be seen that the plasma treatment 
alone (first 3 data points) yielded no positive effect on the dyeability of cotton fabrics 
regardless of plasma power, probably due to the insufficient formation of new groups to 
allow acid dye molecules to attach to the cotton fiber surface. However, the dyeability of 
cotton fabrics significantly increased after the amine grafting step was combined with 
plasma exposure.  In general, samples treated with argon plasmas showed better 
dyeability than those treated with air plasmas. This is likely due to the fact that argon 
plasmas generate more radicals than do air plasmas, as discussed above; samples 
activated by argon plasma are therefore expected to have a higher grafting density.  
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Better K/S results were also obtained with TETA than with EDA, simply because of the 
larger number of amine groups.  Ren et al. [255] performed a similar study on linen 
fibers.  The linen fabric was activated using a dielectric barrier discharge in ambient air 
and the activated fabrics were then grafted with acrylic acid.  The graft process greatly 






Figure. A.5: Relative color strength values (K/S value) of samples with acid dye agent. 
EDA and TETA were grafted on cotton by either an argon plasma or an air plasma to 
enhance dyeability.  Control samples received only plasma treatment or only 
impregnation of EDA/TETA on the cotton surface (first five data points). K/S value of 







 Tsafack et al. [253, 260] developed a process to reduce the flammability of cotton 
fabrics through the grafting of phosphorous-based compounds.  In the first step, bleached 
cotton fabrics were immersed in a solution containing various monomers and different 
amounts of crosslinking agent in the presence of a photoinitiator.  These impregnated 
fabrics were then pressed to remove excess solution and subjected to a microwave argon 
plasma for 15 minutes.  Grafting yields depended upon monomer type and amount of 
crosslinking agent.  The flame retardancy of the fabrics grafted with monomers 
significantly increased compared with non-treated samples.  After accelerated laundering 
procedures, the flame retardancy diminished slightly, but still remained much higher 
compared with that of untreated cotton fabrics.  This is an indication of strong bonding 
between the fabrics and grafted polymers. 
 Plasma initiated graft polymerization can also be used to impart hydrophobicity 
on cellulose-based materials such as cotton.  Abidi et al. [222, 228] used a low pressure 
microwave argon plasma to graft vinyl laurate monomer onto the cotton fabric surface.  
The objective of this treatment was to attach pending hydrocarbon chains to the surface, 
thus providing a barrier for water penetration.  Due to the small penetration depth of the 
plasma, the bulk of the cotton fabric was not affected, so the natural comfort of the cotton 
fabric was retained.  During treatment, the sample was first pre-activated in an argon 
plasma at low pressure.  Subsequently, the fabrics were immediately immersed in the 
monomer solution for 1 hour, and then placed in the plasma chamber for treatment with a 
microwave plasma. The plasma pretreatment cleaned the fabric surface, increasing the 
hydrophilicity of the surface, and creating active sites.  In the second step, treatment of 
both the fabric and the monomer in the chamber resulted in grafting and polymerization. 
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The success of grafting was confirmed by ATR-FTIR data.  The hydrophobicity of 
fabrics was evaluated by measuring the water contact angle, which increased from less 
than 5o for untreated fabric to 119o for grafted fabric, a significant increase in 
hydrophobicity. The high water contact angle was retained after repeated home 
laundering, again indicating a strong adhesion between grafted polymer and the cotton 
fabric.  
 
A.4 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
 
 An important use of plasmas for surface modification involves the deposition of 
thin polymeric films on a substrate using organic, organo-silicone, or organo-metallic 
polymerizable vapors. This class of processes is referred to as plasma enhanced chemical 
vapor deposition (PECVD).  The plasma environment enables non-thermal chemical 
reactions that differ significantly from traditional chemical reaction sequences. For 
example, when a gas such as ethylene is subjected to a plasma process, it forms a highly 
cross-linked polymer that is quite different from conventional polyethylene. [264] 
Compared with plasma initiated grafting, which is a two stage process involving plasma 
activation and then monomer grafting/polymerization, PECVD is a one stage process.  
Consequentially, PECVD offers advantages such as reduced processing time, lower cost 
and reduced chemical waste because no solvents are needed. In addition, due to the bond 
breaking that occurs at the substrate surface, PECVD films are chemically bonded to the 
substrate, thereby enhancing adhesion and interface stability.  For purposes of the 
following discussion, we will consider PECVD in two categories: non-fluorinated and 
fluorinated gas deposition. 
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 For cellulose substrates, non-fluorinated PECVD can be used to increase adhesion 
between cellulose and other non-polar polymers, [265] increase the dyeability, [266]and 
impart hydrophobicity on substrates. [267] Tu et al. [265] modified the surface of filter 
paper by performing a plasma deposition with cyclohexane as the processing gas.  The 
objective of their research was to improve the adhesion between cellulose and 
polypropylene by depositing a thin hydrocarbon film on the cellulose surface.  The 
plasma deposition was carried out in a radio frequency plasma at low pressure.  The 
presence of a thin hydrocarbon film was confirmed by XPS, FTIR and SEM (Figure A.6 
(a) and (b)).  An increase in water contact angle was also observed, indicating the 
presence of a thin non-polar layer on the paper surface. However, the adhesion between 
treated filter paper and polypropylene was not improved. This result may be due to 
insufficient intermolecular forces between hydrocarbon film and the polymer. Li et al. 
exposed paper to an acetylene plasma, thereby depositing a thin film of diamond-like 
carbon (DLC) onto the paper surface. [38] This coated paper displayed hydrophobicity 
with high hysteresis. To further improve hydrophobicity and reduce hysteresis, an oxygen 
plasma etch was used to create additional nanoscale roughness on the fibers prior to DLC 
deposition. By combining plasma etching and deposition, superhydrophobic paper (water 





Figure A.6: SEM images of (a) the surface of untreated filter paper and (b) filter paper 




 On the other hand, the majority of PECVD processes on cellulose has been 
performed using fluorinated gas sources.  One distinctive property of fluoropolymers is 
their low surface energy.  Fluorinated surfaces have long been known to have the lowest 
surface energies, and, therefore the lowest degree of wettability of all materials. [268] 
Consequently, fluorinated PECVD has been used to impart hydrophobicity and 
oleophobicity to cotton [269-271] and paper, [37, 68, 268, 272, 273]. Cellulose-based 
hydrophobic material has attracted more attention recently due to its relatively low cost 
and flexibility.  Hydrophobic cotton offers a huge potential for generating hydrophobic 
yet breathable textiles, while hydrophobic paper can also be used in a vast array of 
products, including fast food and microwavable food packages, beverage containers, self-
cleaning cartons, labels, and paper boards. [37]  
 McCord et al. [269] conducted research with the aim to enhance the 
hydrophobicity of cotton fabrics using CF4 and C3F6 gas plasma treatments. Fabrics were 
treated by low pressure radio frequency plasma.  Cotton fabrics treated with fluorocarbon 
gas plasmas had significantly higher water contact angles than did untreated samples, 
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with C3F6 gas plasmas yielding higher contact angles than CF4. According to XPS data, 
the C3F6 plasma resulted in a higher concentration of –CF3 groups on the surface, which 
have a lower surface energy than –CF2 groups. This result indicates that surface 
fluorocarbon chemical composition rather than the overall surface atomic fluorine content 
determine hydrophobicity. 
 In a similar study, Sahin et al. [272] investigated surface fluorination of paper in 
CF4 rf plasma environments. According to XPS data, plasma treatment times as low as 30 
s can generate surfaces with atomic fractions of fluorine as high as 30%, underlining the 
high efficiency of plasma fluorination.  Not surprisingly, high water contact angle values 
correlated with high atomic concentrations of fluorine, as measured by XPS. Under 
specific plasma parameter conditions, contact angles as high as 130o-140o could be 
achieved.  While these high contact angles were partially due to the surface chemistry 
(high fluorine content), the surface micro-topographies also played an important role.  
AFM images of plasma treated paper showed a significantly rougher topography 
compared with non-treated samples, which can be attributed to surface etching during the 
plasma treatment, since increased roughness is known to affect the wetting properties of 
surfaces. 
 Vaswani et al. [68] also modified paper and cellulose by plasma assisted 
deposition of fluorocarbon films using a parallel plate radio frequency plasma reactor at a 
temperature of 120 oC. The precursor gases used in this study were pentafluoroethane 
(PFE) and octafluorocyclobutane (OFB). In order to obtain accurate measurements of 
film thickness, spectroscopic ellipsometry was used to characterize the fluorocarbon film 
deposited on a silicon wafer which was placed adjacent to the paper substrate.  Water 
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contact angles were measured for treated paper samples over extended times by placing 
the substrates in a controlled humidity environment to prevent evaporation of the water 
droplet. The relation between water contact angle and film thickness is shown in Figure 
A.7. For fluorocarbon film thicknesses less than 70 nm, the water contact angle was 
unstable as the water droplets slowly absorbed into the porous paper within less than one 
hour, suggesting that the surface and near surface fibers were not completely covered at 
this thickness.  To evaluate the barrier properties of fluorocarbon coated paper towards 
lipophilic materials, the penetration of oleic acid through fluorocarbon layers was 
studied. It was found that although thicker fluorocarbon layer were helpful to decrease 
the penetration rate, a small amount of oleic acid was still able to penetrate even the 
sample with the thickest layer (1 μm) in 1 minute, although water was fully repelled.  To 
investigate this further, SEM studies were conducted on coated paper samples; the 
images indicate no significant change in pore size after the film deposition. In spite of the 
high fluorocarbon content on the surface, the porous morphology of coated samples 
allowed permeation by lipophilic materials despite the high fluorocarbon surface content.  
Compared with conventional fluoropolymers like PTFE, fluoropolymers formed by 
PECVD display improved permeability by gases.  This unique feature makes this process 
suitable for the textile and paper industries where water vapor penetration can be 




Figure A.7: Variation of water contact angle with time for PFE films of different 
thicknesses deposited on cellulose. The blank sample is paper without any specific 
treatment, and the control sample was subjected to the same temperature, pressure, and 




 Balu et al.[37] created superhydrophobic surfaces (water contact angle >150o) on 
paper by using two sequential plasma processes. Superhydrophobicity requires a unique 
combination of two attributes: 1) micron-scale and nano-scale roughness; 2) low surface 
energy. While paper has a micron-scale roughness due to the fibers present, Balu et al. 
used an oxygen plasma to generate desirable nano-scale roughness by selectively etching 
away the amorphous part of the cellulose structure, and uncovering the nanofibrils. A thin 
fluoropolymer layer was then deposited by PECVD to lower the surface energy.  The 
treated paper not only displayed a high water contact angle (167o), but also showed a low 






 Cellulose-based materials offer numerous advantages for commercial products.  
However, the hydrophilic properties of these materials limit their range of applications.  
Treatment of cellulose surfaces with low temperature, non-equilibrium plasmas provides 
an approach to alter surface properties while maintaining the bulk properties and 
advantages of this low cost, readily available and bio-renewable material.  Furthermore, 
relative to solution processing methods, plasma treatments have low environmental 
impact and are amenable to continuous, large scale processing.  By switching the 
processing gas and conditions, plasmas offer great versatility to create different surface 
properties on cellulose-based material.  Non-polymerizable gases such as oxygen, 
nitrogen, hydrogen and argon, can be used to alter the surface properties of cellulose-
based materials through incorporation of new functional groups or by etching or 
removing material.  Plasmas with non-polymerizable gases can also be used to generate 
free radicals on cellulose surfaces, which can then act as initiators for graft-
polymerization processes to change the surface properties of cellulose-based materials, 
e.g. hydrophobicity, fire retardance, and dyeability.  Finally, plasma treatment with 
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